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2. I am, therefore, to return herewith the said Bill in accordance with 

the provisions of rule 121 of the Rules of Procedure and Conduct of Business 

in Lok Sabha with the request that the concurrence of Rajya Sabha in the said 

amendments be communicated to Lok Sabha." 

(II) 

"In accordance with the provisions of rule 96 of the Rules of 

Procedure and Conduct of Business in Lok Sabha, I am directed to enclose 

the President's Emoluments and Pension (Amendment) Bill, 2000, as passed 

by Lok Sabha at its sitting held on the 28th April, 2000. 

2. The Speaker has certified that this Bill is a Money Bill within the 
meaning of article 110 of the Constitution of India." 

Sir, I lay a copy of each of the Bills on the Table. 

THE LEADER OF THE OPPOSITION (DR. MANMOHAN SINGH): 

Sir, yesterday, I had given notice for a discussion on the serious accident 

which took place in the Bharatpur Ammunition Depot. Today's Order Paper 

lists a statement by the hon. Minister on this issue. In the light of this, I would 

not like to press the Calling Attention Motion notice, but I would respectfully 

request the hon. Minister to make this statement at four o'clock. We will not be 

able to be present if he makes this statement after six o'clock, as we have 

some important meetings of our party. 

THE MINISTER OF STATE IN THE MINISTRY OF LAW, JUSTICE 

AND COMPANY AFFAIRS (SHRI O. RAJAGOPAL): Sir, the Leader of the 

Opposition and some other hon. Members have made this request that it 

would not be convenient for them if the hon. Minister makes his statement 

after six o'clock. I have conveyed this to the hon. Defence Minister and he has 

agreed to come here at four o'clock to make the statement. 

CALLING ATTENTION TO A MATTER OF PUBLIC IMPORTANCE 

Poor performance and mismanagement of Air India 
 
 �� ��*� 
�+�(�ह�����): ����	� ������ �ह"&�,�� 0�� '��.�� �	 7z/� 
&<�,0�� 'w.�� ��  ��5�� ���� [W ��  घ�$� �� �2 C���� �	 {� ����	� ��4	 �ह"&� �� J��� 
7�z[� ���� ��ह�� ह�� �  
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 ���� 
����� ��,� (�� ��� ����): ����	� ������ �ह"&�,0�� '��.�� 0�� 
���W��<� 0,$ 1953 ��  !�	� �ह�� 0� Y$*^��$�	 ���W��<� /� � ��& �% 1 ���; 1994 �� '�� 
�K��	 0,$ 1956 ��  !�	� ���Y$.; 0� ��;���� ����$�. �K��	 �% ���z�� �� �&��  �� 
� '��% ��;������ �	 ��c�� 17,848 /	 � �|�� '���  ����-��?� �% 26 ���� >��A� ह� � �}; 
1994-95 �� '���  ���/ह��� ��  A�g�� ��K���2��� ह� :  
 
 1994-95 �% ��� ह27 40.80 ��"? ��,1995-96 �� �r� <2@ ह27 �� �ह /� 271.84 
��"? �� � 1996-97 �% �r� ह27 296.94 ��"?,1997-98 �% �r� ह27 181.01 ��"?,1998-99 �% 
�r� ह27 174.48 ��"? �� 1999-2000 �% �	 �r� � �  89.75 ��"? �� ह27�  
 
 [; 1995-96 ��  &g��� �� ��	 �� घ�$� 271.84 ��"? @�0 �� /� �" [; 1999-2000 
��  &g��� घ$�� 89.75 ��"? @�0 �� �ह  �� ह� � �� घ�$� �0 ����� ��  A��� �� 
��V����,#���<� �� � �/� ��-�� �% �M	 5� $ ��  ���P 7� �% ��	,��� ��� �/� !F� 
Y$�E �� �� �% �:� �� ��w. ,ह�.w�  �/� ��	 �<�� C���� �/� @�0 ��  ��V���� 'L���& 
��  ���P Z�� �% �:� �	 �ह �� ह� �  
 
 0�� '��.�� �� !��� �O	� �����&� �% �2��� ��  ��0 ��K� >��� ��0 ह� � 
�ह��,!����8 ���Y ��  ��0 ���� $ C���� �% ��-	 ��H  H ह� � &����,���C& �� ; �� �� &��� 
ह20 ��$�;  �� �28	��P �� �F�r��.�<� ���� � �	���,����� �	 �&�<� �% ��K�� �����	 
���W �� ह"�� ��� Z�� �% ��	 ���� ��  >��f� �� �� !��� !����8 ��K�� �����	 ���W �" 
ह�/ �% ���� ��g/�,�&�< �% 0!�-'��.�� ��  ����	� !�������� ��  !��� �& ���I� �� �&0  0 
ह� �  
 
 �����,&" Y*:^5� �"���0� �"�$E�H �	  H ह* �/� !��a��� � 5"$� ���; �I��ह 
�"��� �/� &" [� �	 ������ � � ���� ���/�O� ��  52 �	 �"��� ���� ���� [; �� �M��� 
�� ���� ह� � 5B�,������:O �	 7�2 �E� �� 60 [; �� घ$� �� 58 [; �� &	  H ह� �  
 
 '���  !����8,0!� '��.�� ����$�. ��  ����</�2������� �����	 �.�'��Y$�%$ 
��	<� �	 ��E���<� �� �	 ����� ���� ��n� @� �� ���� ���� �� �ह� ह� �  

 �� ����	� �&Y�� �" �2�: 7f��� &��� ��ह�� � �� ����� �ह �2��:f�� ���� ��  
��0 >L�2� ह� �� ��<�� t��  �� ���� ��  ���; ������ �% !���a� �2��� ह" �� '�  
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����� �% ह� ��� �"�<< ���� �� ह���� C��� ह� �� �� ��	�� 7��" �2���'� ���� ��ह�� 
ह�� �� '��% �*�� !�	 घ�$� �� ह27 ह�,7 � �	 �ह घ�$� �� �� ह" � �� '��" $�;0��>�. 
����  &2@�� ���� ��0 �,�ह �� 7��� �ह�� ��ह�� ह�� � �ह� ���� ��� �&Y� '� ��� �� 
c��� �=% �� �" 0�� '��.�� �	 ह��� �� ?	 ह�,'�� �" �"$ �ह2 ��	 ह�,'��� '��" YY/ ����� 
ह* �� �� ��`�� ह�� �� '� ��� �� �	 c��� �=% �� ���� ��	��  �� �/� 0� ��� � �ह� '� 
�� ह" � ������ �	,7���  ��J�� �� ���� ��	 ����	� �&Y�� �� �ह ���&� ह� �  
 
 �� ��*� 
�+�: 7&�P	� ������ �ह"&�,����	� ��4	 �	 �� 0�� '��.�� ��  
�2��D� ��  ���� �% �ह2� ह	 ��a�� �% ����� ह� � ��	 0�� '��.�� '� &�< ��  g� /�,��<�� 
t��'$ �* ���� /� � 0�� '��.�� �हF&2Y��� �	 �2 5 ��ह��	� �K����� �% 0� �K��	 �ह	 ह� � �ह 
�K��	 � ���� 67 ���� �� C"�E$ �% /	,��� �% /	 � !���� ��5�� ���-���� [W �� '��% 
�2���� ह"�� � � � ��5�� ���-���� ���� �% '�� XहP ,�� � � ? ह�% '���  ��ह-��ह ��  ���P 
���0 ���� ह� � �� 7 � ���� >� ���P� �% !��	 ��� �=�� ��ह�� � � ��4	 �ह"&� �� !�	 �2 �̀ �� 
�&� �" ����� ह* �� �" घ�$� 1995-96 �% 271.84 ��"? �� /� ह घ�$� ��5�� ��� ���	 1999-
2000 �% �� ह"�� 89.75  ह"  �� ह� � ���:Y/����� ह	 ह�,t��!� C�'� �M  0 ह�,{� Y$�E ह� 
�� ���� ��?� �ह2� ह	 ����$�. ह�,'���  ����& घ�$� �* �� �� ह"  �� ? �2 �̀ � �� ह* �� ���� 
�ह�� ह�% '� �� ���� ���� ���ह0 �� ��4	 �	 �" '� ���P� �	 {� J��� &��� ���ह0 �� 
7�=� घ�$� �* �� �� ह" �ह� ह� �� ��5�� ���� [W �% � ���� घ�$� �* �� �M�� ���  �� /�? 
'� ��� घ�$� /�  ��,� ��E;  �ह /�� ह* �:V� �� ह"  �� ह* �" �� ��4	 �ह"&� �� �ह�� �ह 
����� ��ह�� ह�� �� �ह घ�$� �* �� �� ह27 ? �� 0�� '��.�� ��  �2�� �� Y$.	 �� �ह� ह�� �/� �" � 
�� ��� �/� ���� �� �ह� ह�� '� ���� �% ������	 ���� �	 �"�<< �� �ह� ह�� � '��% �� 0� �	� 
���� �� 7 �ह	 ह� �� 0�� '��.�� �� <��� ��z�$ � ���� घ$�� ��� �� �ह� ह�,� ���� 
���2 ?�� ��� �� �ह� ह� � 7� ���$< 0���� �� ���� 0���� �"H �	 &�= �%,&2���� �% ���	 �	 
&�< �	 0�� ��'�� �" '�$���<�� 0�� ��'�� ह�,�� �� �� 30 ���%$ ��z�$ >���  ��� ह"�	 ह� 
� ����� �हF&2Y��� �% 0�� '��.�� �� ��z�$ <��� ��	 �	 20 ���%$ �� u��&� �ह3 �ह� � ��4	 
�ह"&�,�� 7��� J��� '� {� 7�z[� �� �ह� ह�� �� 7��" �ह �"$ �	 ���� �?� � �� 0�� 
'��.�� �� ��z�$ <��� 20 ���%$ �� u��&� ��	 �ह3 �M� � ��5�� ���-���� ���� �% 0�� '��.�� 
�� ��z�$ <��� घ$�� 12 �� 15 ���%$ ��  �	� �ह  �� ह� � �� ��4	 �	 �� ����� ��ह�� ह�� �� 0�� 
'��.�� �� ��z�$ <��� � ���� ,�� घ$ �ह�  
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ह* �� '�� �M��� ��  ��0 � ,�� ���� �� �ह� ह� ? 7� �	 0� Cf� ��  >O� �% ��4	 �	 �� ����� ह* 
 �� � ��� ��  �� W �� ह	 u��&� �� u��&� #���$ ��% � � ��� ��  �� ; �g�-�g� �� ह�,�ह �?	 
��`�� ��	 ��� ह� � 1999 �% ���-���� @s� �" '� >K�	& �� �� ��� �� �&��  �� �� '� �� 
�"��� ह" �ह� ह� �� �0 @$� �� ��0� � �" ��� ह" � � ��� @s� �" �� ��� ����  �� >��% 
�हL��P; �g� �� �� �E$;,�����, 7Y������,���.� �� �*���Y$� ह� � �� �&�<� �% u��&� �E� 
�ह3 ���� ह��,<42J� �	 �&�<� �% u��&� �E� ���� ह� � ��	 ����� ह� �� �* �E$; +�	 � ह ह� 
�ह�� ��	 �2���� �ह3 ह"�� ह* �� 0�� '��.�� �" �� �E$; ��  @$ �� � ���� E��&� ह27 ह� � 
���� ��0 0� !=��� '��.�� 0,�C*� �	 C*� ,�	w�  ह* ����% 0� ���"$;� �� ��=� ह�:  

"Thus, Air India's withdrawal this May from Rome, 

Manchester and Frankfurt has paved the way for the 

Europeans to benefit at India's (not Air India, but India's) 

cost. The point is that when Indian Airlines wanted to 

operate to Europe, Air India refused." 
 
 �� �E$;  �� ���� $,�� �E$; �� @$ ह��<� C"�E$��� �ह� ह� � 7� �	 ���	= �%  ��4	 
�ह"&� �ह�� ह� �� ह� '�� �� ��� ���� �� �ह� ह� � �� �ह ����� ��ह�� ह�� �� ,�� �� �E$; �� 
��H �2���� ह27 /� ? 7�� ��� �&�� �% �� �E$; �*�� �� �g�-�g� �� @$ ह� �ह�� �� �2���� 
ह" �ह� ह� ? ��� @s� �� E��&� ह20 /� ,�� >� @s� �" �� ��� ���� ��  ��& >Fह% �E� �� 
���' �� �E� �� <2@ ���� �	 �"H �"��� ह� ? �� ��4	 �ह"&� �� ����� ��ह�� ह�� �� 7�=� 
C"�E$��� @$ ह� ,�� ? C"�E$��� @$ �g�-�g� �� @$ ह� ?  
 
 t�	$ !��� 7� �% 0�� '��.�� ��  ��0 0� �ह2� �?	 ��Y�� ह� � ह���� ���� ��?� �% 
�" �K�� #E 0�� n�ts� ह�,ह 0�� '��.�� ��  ��0 0� ��Y�� ह�  � ��� ���� �H [W �� �ह3 
=�	&�  0 ह� � ह���� ��� 26 0�� n�ts� ह� ����% �� �H +�� ह� �" ���� �2���� ह� � 0�� '��.�� �� 
C�I� ������	 ��  �ह��� �� 7��" �K�� #E 0�� n�ts� ����� ��ह�� ह�� � B 747-200 '���  
��� 7 ह� ����	 >x 23 [; ह" �2�	 ह� � B 747-300 �":K���<� 2 ह� '���  ���,����	 >x 11 
��� 2 �ह	�� ह"  H ह�,�ह �� 7��" 1 ���	,2000 �	 ������	 &� �ह� ह�� � B 747-400 '���  
��� 6 ��� ह� ����	 >x 5 ��� ह"  H ह� � A 300B-4 '���  ��� 3 ह� ����	 >x 17 [; ह" �2�	 
ह� 310-300 '���  ��� 8 ह� ����	 >x 12 [; ह" �2�	 ह� � ���� �ह�	 ��Y�� 0�� 0��.�� ��  ��� 
�ह	 7�	 ह* �� ह���� ��� �" ���� ह� � '��� �2���� �� �&O� :Y/�� �% 2273 RSS/2000-12  
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ह* �� �� �� >Fह% �&�� �ह3 ��0 � �� �� 0�� '��.�� �� ���� �ह3 ह" ����,�2��� �ह3 ह" 
���� � �� ��4	 �ह"&� �� ����� ��ह�� ह�� �� ��� ���� =�	&�� �	 ,�� �"��� ह�? ���� ��� +�	 
�ह2� ���	 '�E"��<� ह* �� 0�� '��.�� �".; �	 E���-E��� ���	= �" �2��H �% �*B� ह2H,�&V�	 �% 
�*B� ह2H,�.��'. ह27 �� �	� 0�� n�t$ ����� ह�,�g 0�� n�t$ ����� ह� � �� 7��" '� ����� �% 
0�-&" F��� �	  &� ���� ह�� � ���� ��� ह�,��& �� ���>� � � 0� �&� �.�	�� ह"�� ह* �� 0�� 
'��.�� ��  E���-E��� ���� ����� ह� �� &���� �&� �.�	�� ह"�� ह* �� �ह3 �ह �� ���� ह� � '� 
����� �% 0� ��E-�2/�	 �r���	 ���	 ���ह0 �� 0�� '��.�� ��  �" ���� ��R� � ह" �2��  ह�,�	��� ह" 
�2��  ह� >� ����� �" ����� �% 7?� �g� 7 �ह� ह�? >� ����� �" ����� �� E��&� ,�� ह" � 
�2���� ,�� ह" � �� ,�� >Fह% ����� �� 0�� '��.�� ��  7z/� Y�Y�� �" �2��� �� ���� ह�? 
0� ������	 &��� ��ह�� � �� Nine Aircraft to be sold and seven leased in �� ��'� 0�� 
n�t$� �g�-�g� �� ह� ��4	 �	 �� !�	 !��� Cf� ��  >O� �% ����� � ��& �E� �� ��� &% �� 0�� 
'��.�� ��  �g�-�g� �� ���� ���� ���� ह� �� >��" ���� ���� �	 C�n�� �ह�� �� �ह2 ��	 ह�,����� 
�� ����� E��&� ह" �,7z/� E��&� ����� ह" �,����� �* < ह���� ह�/ �% 70 � �� >� �* < 
�� 'Y����� 0�� '��.�� ��  ���'� �% ��� C��� �� ���� �� ���� ह* �" �ह2� ��ह����	 ह" 	 
? 0�� '��.�� ����� ��  ��& �����  ह�/ �% ��0 �,�ह �	 ��4	 �ह"&� ���0� �  
 
��4	 �ह"&� �� ����� �� 0�� '��.�� �	 0� �ह2� �?	 ��Y�� {�-Y$�wE  ह� � 0�� '��.�� ��  
��� 17000 ��  � �  0KI��H� ह� ��Fह% घ$��� 2005 �� 10000 �� ���� ह� � ��4	 �	 �� �ह�  
�" ��,.� �r$ !��'�” 7��� ���� �� ���� ,�f�� �ह�� �� =��� ���� ह* ��� ह	 �ह3 7�� 
� �� �ह ����� ��ह�� ह�� �� 0�� '��.�� ��  ��� �" 0KI��H� ह� �� ���� ����� �	 ��c�� ह� 
>��	 �2��� �% ���	 &2���� �% ,�� :Y/�� ह� � 0�� '��.�� ��  ��� 26 ���� ह� �� 17.836 
��;���	 ह� ����	 ��� 6867�	 ह� � w� ��2� 0����'F� ��  ��� 98 0�� n�t$ ह� �� >���  
��� $"$� ��;���	 27,000 ह� �� ����	 0��� 275 �����	 ह� � ���$< 0���� ��  ��� 262 
0��n�t$ ह�,�2 � ��;������ �	 ��c�� 64051 ह� ����	 0��� 244 7�	 ह� � �* /� �����E� ��  
��� 62 0��n�t$ ह�,'���  ��� ��;���	 ह� 14.744 �� 0��� 7�� ह�  237 � 0���s� ��  ��� 31 
���� ह� ,'���  ��;������ �	 ��c�� 5662 ह� 0��� 7�� ह� � 182 � 0�� ���� ��  ��� 225 0�� 
n�t$ ह�,��;������ �	 ��c�� 55,747 �� 0��� 247 7�� ह� � =2& ��4	 �ह"&� �� ����� �� 
&2���� �% �"H +�� 0����'�� �ह3 ह* �����  ...($��%��) ...6  

MR. CHAIRMAN:   You have already exceeded five minutes.   You 
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should speak for seven minutes. Others have to speak for five minutes each. 

This is not a debate. This is a Calling Attention. You ask questions only. 
 
 �� ��*� 
�+�: �����*� ��ह�,�� 7��g� �� <������P; R�  �� ��� �ह3 ���� ह�� 
����� '� ��� <������;� ��� �ह �ह� ह�� � '���0 �2 �̀ /"?	 �	 5� $ &	 ��0 �  
 ��4	 �ह"&� �� =2& �	 �ह w��� ���ह� �	 ह* �� 0�� '��.�� ��  ��� �@�� �� u��&� 
Y$�E ह� � �� ���	 ��;���	 �	 �g��	 ��  �=��E �ह3 ह�� � ����� ��:f�� �g� �� ��;������ �	 
u��&� ��c�� ह"�� �	 �ह �� 0�� '��.�� ��  ��� � ���� �"`� �M�� �� �ह� ह* �� �ह 0�� 
'��.�� ��  घ�$� �� 0� ���P ह" ���� ह� � �ह"&� 0�� '��.�� �� �2`� �&�� ह* �� 
�	.7�.0�.��  �ह� ह� ���' �� ���� ह� �� �� B� '� ���<��	 �� >�� ���� ह� � �" ��4	 
�ह"&� �� Cf� ह� �� &"�� ��ह ��  �	.7�.0�.�" �� � ���� ��  ��& ,�� ���V $ ���� �� 
7�� ह�? ��/ ह	 �� �ह �	 ����� ��ह�� ह�� �� 0�� '��.�� ��  ��� �" ��;������ �� !����8 
�"` ह�,��4	 �ह"&� ��  �:�$�"P �� >� �"` �� �* �� ���$� �� ���� ह� ?  
 
 �ह"&�,!� �� 0�� '��.�� ��  घ�$� ��  ���P� �	 ��E 7�� ��ह�� ह�� � '��� �2c� 
���P ����*����%$ ह� � '� ���� �% �� �ह�� �� 0� >&�ह�P �* ��� ��$ �� &��� ��ह�� ह�� � ��4	 
�ह"&� '� ��� �� !^5� R�  �� ���E ह� �� �* ��� ��$,�" 0F$	 27 �	 0� �� ��	 ह�,>� 
�� ��	 ��  ��/ 7��� 0�� n�t$ ��  ��0 0� ��`g�� ���� � ����� >� ���� ��  ���� ��`g�� �% 
0�� '��.�� �� �" ���� ह >���  ��� 0� �A�� ह� � >��� >� ��`g�� �% �"H 0:,�Y$ ,��� 
�ह3 .��	 �� ��`g�� �" ��	 �	 �� ���� �� ���� ह� � �� ����� ��ह�� ह�� �� �ह ��� 0�� 
'��.�� �� ,�� �ह3 �	 �� �ह ��`g�� ��	 �	 $�����$ ���� �� ���� ह� � �* ��� ��$ ��  ���� �% 
�2 �̀ �2 5 ���������� ���	 ह� � �� �� ��4	 �ह"&� ��  ����� ��E;  &"-�	� ���% �=�� ह20 ��5�� 
��ह�� ह�� �� �ह 0X	�%$ 1994 �% ह27, 

The agreement with M/s. Carrib Jet was signed on the 16th of 

November, 1994, whereas the Board approval was obtained on the 24th of 

November, 1994. 
 
 �ह �ह�� 0X	�%$ ह27 � >���  ��& �".; �	 0C�� �	 ���	 ह� � ���	 �	 �:A�� 
��,$� �% '� ��ह �� ��� �ह3 ह27 ह" � � ��Fह��� 0X	�%$ �� ��'� ���� � ��z<�� 
.�'��,$� /� �" 7� ���"  �� 0�� '��.�� ��  0�..	. ह� �  
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The payment of US$157 per block hour over and above the 

contractual agreement was made on April, 1995 to December, 1995, resulting 

in loss of Rs.3.35 crores. 
 
 �ह2� ���	 ���% '��% ह� � �� ��E;  ����� ��ह�� ह�� �� �* ��� ��$ ��  ��/ �" ��`g�� 
����  �� ह &"[��P; ह� � �� ����� ��ह�� ह�� �� �" '� ��`g�� �% <���� /� >� 7�E��� ��  
�=��E ,�� ���;�ह	 ह" �ह	 ह�,��4	 �ह"&� �ह ����� �	 �� �� ��% � �� ��`g�� �� ����  �� 
�" ह �� ��	 ��&� �% 7z���<� ��  ��0 0� �"$; �%  H �� 0�� '��.�� �" 103 ��"? @��� 
ह�S�� ���� �?� � �ह"&�,'� &�< �% �"  0� 0� �*�� ��  ��0 ��� ���� ह� � ������ 
�ह"&�,���Y/�� ��  2���� �% ��=� ह�,�" � �" �	�� ��  ��0 ���	 �ह3 ह�,=��� ��  ��0 =��� 
�ह3 ह�,>���  ��<	 �� �ह� ह�,�"  �� �ह� ह� �� 0� 0� �*�� ��  ��0 �"  ��� �ह� ह� ����� 0�� 
'��.�� ��  �2 5 7�E��,��� �ह3 H���&��	 �� �� ��H���	 ��,�ह �2 �̀ ����� �ह3 �� �ह� ह�,'���  
���� 0� +�� 0X	�%$ ���� ���� ह* �" &"[��P; ह* �� ��& �% >� 0X	�%$ �" �� ��� ���� ���� 
ह* '��	 �ह �� 0�� '��.�� घ�$� �% ह* �� >��" 103 ��"? @��� ह�S�� &��� �?� ह� � '���0 
�� ��4	 �ह"&� �� ����� ��ह�� ह�� �� �* ��� ��$ ��`g�� �% ,�� 7��� ���	 5���	� �	 ह* �� 
! � �	 ह* �" >��% ����� !E��� �" &"[	 ���� ह* �� >���  �=��E ,�� ���;�ह	 ह2H ह* �ह 
����� �	 �� �� ��% ?  
  
 �ह"&�,�� ��4	 �ह"&� �� �	.0�.0.��  ���� �% 0� 5"$	 �	 ������	 ����� ��ह�� � � 
0�� '��.�� �% � ���� घ�$� �M�� �� �ह� ह� �� 0�� '��.�� �� ���F�� घ$ �ह� ह* �" �" ���� 
��V� 0�%$ �� �*� 0�%$ ह"�� ह� >��� �	 �ह �� ह"�� ���ह0,>��	 �	 ���H �� ह"�	 
���ह0 � ����� &2�ST�< >��� �"�� � ���� �M��� �� �ह� ह� �  
 
 �ह"&�,!� �� �	� �	.0�.0.�� ��	� ��  ���� �% ����� ��ह�� ह�� � ���� '� �� ��	� �� 
�"H Z�:8 � ��[ �ह3 ह� � '� �	� �� ����� �	 �.$�V� �2 �̀ ���	 ह� '���0 �� �ह �&� �% �= 
�ह� ह�� !��� �*� �� 1993-94 �� C"�E$ 95 ��= @�0 /� �" �ह�  �� �� C".:,$�$	 w�,. 
�"�� �&�� ��0 � ����� 1994-95 �% '��" घ�$� ह"�� <2@ ह27 � >�	 �� ��	 �" 1995-96 �% �� 
घ�$� �M  ��,271 ��"? �� ह"  �� �� �	 419 ��= @��� �&��  ��,>�	 �� ��	 �" 1996-97 �% 
714 ��= @��� �&��  ��,>�	 �� ��	 �" 1997-98 �% 1111 ��= @��� �&��  �� � 0�� '��.�� �" 
� ���� घ�$� ह" �ह� ह� �" ��:f�� �g� �� ��� 0�%s� �	 �" 0,$	�$	- ह�,ह �	 �r� �% ह* 
�E� �	 �	.0�.0�.�" C"�E$ ह"�� ह� � 7 � �	 '� ��ह ��  �	.0�.0�.�	 �.$�V- ���� ���  
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ह� � 0� ह�� 0�� �� �.$�� ह* �� ���� ��V- �� �	 '�	 ��ह �� �.$�� ह� � �� ��4	 �ह"&� �� 
����� ��ह�� � �� 7�=� ��� C���� ��  �ह�,��� 7��� �� 7� �" � �� �	.0�.0�.�� 
� ���� �"�� �M���,� ���� �"�� �M���  �� � 7�=� �ह �	.0�.0-. ��� �	 ह�,'��	 �	 
5���	� ह"�	 ���ह�� � ���� ��� ������	 �ह ह* �� �ह2� ���� 0�� '��.�� ��  ��$��.; 
7�E�-;,0,� 7�E�<�V- ह� ����	 !��	 �� 	&��	 '� �	.0�.0-.�% ह� � 0�� '��.�� ��  
����� �	.0�.0-. ह� >��% 0�� '��.�� ��  0,� 7�E�<�V- �� ��$��.; 7�E�-; ��� ��ह 
�� �����	 ��	��  �� घ2�� ह20 ह�,����� �	.0�.0-.0�� '��.�� ��  7�E��; ��  �����	 ह�,+�� �" � 
��  ��� ह�,'��	 5���	� ह" �� '� �	.0�.0-.�" �" �"�� �&��  ��,'��� ,�� �2� ह�,��;  ह* 
�� ,�� 7��� ह�,�ह �	 ��4	 �ह"&� ����� �	 �� �� ��% �  
 
 0�� '��.�� �" घ�$� ह�,����& ह"  ��,&" ह��� ��"? @��� '�	�.��$�	 ���ह�� � 
0�� '��.�� ��  ������%$ �� CY�� ���� ह�,����� ��  ����� CY�� �=� ह� � �.�'��Y$�%$ 
��	<� �� �ह� �� 0� ह��� ��"? '�	�.��$ E� . '� t���� ह"�� ���ह��  �;�%$ �	 ��E �� � 
0ह ह��� ��"? ���ह�� '���0 0�� '��.�� �" ��� &��� ���ह�� � ������ �ह"&�,�� ���	��P 
��  �=��E �ह3 ह��,T�"���'-�<� ��  �=��E �	 �ह3 ह��,�� Y&�<	 ��� �	 �ह3 ह�� ����� ���� 
!��� ����� ह� �� �� �2 5 �" !��� ह� >��" ��� &% � �" �	�� �� �"H ���� �ह3 �ह� � � ! � 
ह� !��	 ह� �	- �" ��� &%,ह�  g� �" &���� ��  ह��� �� &% �" �"H ���� �ह3 ह* ह���� ��� 
!��� ह�/ �% ������%$ �=�� �� � '���0 �� ��"� ���� ह�� � 0�� '��.�� �" �ह3 ���� ���� 
���ह�� � ��4	 �ह"&� �� 7Xह �@�  � �� � '� �&� �% 7f��� &% �� 0�� '��.�� ��  
�.�'��Y$�%$ I��� �" �L��� �� ���� ��0 � �� 0�� '��.�� �" �L���  ����� �*�� �	 
�@�� ह�,E� . ह" ���	 ह�,�� '��	 {� �	 7��� J��� 7�z[� ���� ��ह�� � � 0�� '��.�� ��  
��� 18000 ��"? @��� ��  +��$ ह� � '��% �ह2� ���� +��$ +�� ह� �" !�C".:,$ ह� ����	 '��" 
�"H �@�� �ह3 ह� � +�� +��s� �" ��� �� ��  7� �ह2� 7��� �� �" 7��" 0� ह��� �� &" 
ह��� ��"? ���ह�� ह ��- �� ���� ह� � ��4	  �ह"&� �� ���� 7Xह ह* �� +�� �g� �g� �� 
!�C".:,$ +��$ ह�,�ह �	 ���0� �� +�� !�C".:,$ +��s� �" ����� ��  ��0 ,�� ,�� 
����	� ह" �ह	 ह� �� ,�� �� "����<�� ह" �ह� ह� �� '� !�C".:,$ +��s� �" ����� ��  ��& 
����� E� . ��- ह" ���� ह�? ��4	 �ह"&� '� �&� �" ���0�,�2 �̀ ���0� �� ������ �	 �" ���0� 
�  
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 �� !�� �% ��E;  '��� ह	 �ह�� ��ह�� ह�� �� 0�� '��.�� �	 &2 ;�� �� &2Z�;Y/� ��  
��0 ! � �"H ��K��&�� ह* �" ह ���������%$ ह� � C"E� <�V- ��  ह�/ �% 7� '��" &	���� � �" 
�"  '���  ������%$ �% !�	 ह� �� ����" 7��� �ह�� �&�� /�,ह ������	 A���"n� $ /� � >��" 
�ह3 ����� �� 747 ,�� ह"�� ह*,>��" �ह3 ����� 0����'�� ��,$� �	 �@��% ,�� ह�,>��" �ह3 
����� '��	 $�,�	�* ���$� ,�� ह� � ��:f�� �g� �� ������%$ C"E� <�V- ��  ह�/ �% &	 ��0 �" 
ह���� &�< ��  g� �� ���� ह* � �� Z�:8 � �g� �� ���	 �� �	 ��[ �ह3 �= �ह� ह�� ����� '� 
��� �" �".; ��  B� ह" �ह�ह�,>��% ��� ��� ���� �" .��� �� �ह� ह�,>��% �	 C"E� <�� �ह3 
ह*,0� �	 Z�:8 >��% +�� �ह3 ह* ����" 0�� '��.�� �� 0����'�� ��,$� �	 ������	 ह" � 
�"H .���� ह�, �"H �EV� C"���� ह�,�"H �"���$�� ��$D �� �; � ह� � +�� �" � �" �".; �% 
.��% � �" 7 � �	 घ�$� ह" � � ��4	 �	 �" �� ��� ����� ��  ��0 �*��� ह�� ����� �� ����� �ह3 ��ह 
�ह� ह�� � ����� ��E;  '��� ह	 �����  � �� !^5� C"E� <�V- �" .����� �� �ह ���V� �	���� 
�� 0�� '��.�� �	 &2Z�;Y/� B	� �	 ��0 	,�2��� ���� ��0 � �� 0�� '��.�� �" �2��D�� 
���� ��0 � � �F��& �  

MR. CHAIRMAN: Shri Prem Chand Gupta. Please complete in five 

minutes. 

SHRI PREM CHAND GUPTA (Bihar): Sir, you have given about 20 

minutes to Shri Sanjay Nirupam. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: No, no. There are a number of others. 

(Interruption). Otherwise, we will not be able to complete it. 

SHRI PREM CHAND GUPTA: I will be very brief, Sir. 

About 30 years ago, when I was pursuing my flying training as a 

young pilot, I, along with my friends, used to dream that one day we would get 

a job in Air India because Air India was a national prestige, Air India was the 

flag-carrier of the country. Mr. Chairman, Sir, whenever someone applied for a 

passport, he or she used to get two brochures, one from BOAC, which is now 

the British Airways, and the other one from Air India. In those days, the BOAC 

used to project the British Royal Family as the user of British Airways. They 

used the British Royal Family as their patron, while Air India projected the 

Maharaja. It was a symbol which exhibited class, quality and royal treatment. 

Sir, that was the popularity of Air India in those days. If we want to know why 

Air India is in such a situation today, then,  it  is  necessary that we go back to 

its  history.     Air  India was 
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established in 1953 with a specific mission. According to the Air India 

documents, the specific mission of Air India was: (a) to become an airline of 

first choice in the market by providing a high level of customer satisfaction (b) 

to show a constant improvement of quality by providing excellent service and 

product (c) to ensure a high quality of efficiency and management, leading to 

profitability and (d) to be competitive in the growing development of technology 

by continuous modernisation of the product. Sir. for many-years, Air India lived 

up to its reputation and mission, which it had before it. It is a tragedy that the 

airline, which was once the pride of the nation and the envy of the world, is now 

in the dog-house today. It has, unfortunately, shrunk to such an extent that the 

Maharaja, which was a symbol of quality and royalty the world over, is 

reduced to a beggar now. Sir. out of 46 years. Air India earned profits for 36 

years. That is, after its nationalisation, Air India earned profits. For the last five 

years, it has lost almost a thousand crores. Before that, it was earning 200 - 

300 crores per year. And today the situation is so bad that Air India has to 

borrow money from the market to meet its operating cost, that is, salaries, 

wages and day-to-day expenses. The hon. Minister has dealt with it, and I will 

come to it a little later. Before that, I would like to deal with a document which 

Air India itself had distributed to the Consultative Committee attached to the 

Ministry of Civil Aviation, 'A glorious history, Air India.' I appreciate that, at 

least, the Civil Aviation Ministry and Air India do realise that Air India had a 

glorious history and a glorious past. We have to see what it is today because 

past is history. If they had remembered that history and kept it in view. Air 

India would not have been what it is today. Sir. what they inherited five years 

ago was a profitable airline and an airline which had a mission before it and 

which had a future before it. But, for the last five years, the airline has gone 

into such a mess that to revive it is not going to be an easy task. Whatever the 

Minister has stated here, we have heard it from his predecessors also. But, 

Mr. Minister, this is not enough. And this is not going to solve the problem. Air 

India claims that it has contributed to national development. Let us see what 

they have contributed towards national development. They say that Air India is 

an important instrument for implementing the Government's policy. They have 

done contrary to it. Sir. the PSUs were conceived with the idea that they would 

create wealth for the country, infrastructure for the nation and would serve the 

so that it brings laurel to the nation. 
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What have they done? They have brought disgrace to the nation. 

Instead of generating wealth, they have become a liability for the country. The 

second claim, which they have made, is, as regards the inflow of tourists, that 

Air India is India's second largest foreign exchange earner. What have they 

contributed to the inflow of tourists? They have done nothing. They have sold 

their routes to the foreign airlines. Last week I read a newspaper report 

quoting the hon. Minister and two weeks ago another newspaper report 

quoting the Secretary, Civil Aviation, "we are inviting foreign airlines to operate 

in this country". If you are allowing foreign airlines to operate in this country, 

what is left for Air India? What will Air India be doing? You are giving all the 

rights to the foreign airlines. I understand your problem because Air India is 

unable to bring tourists. That is why the Tourism Department must have some 

way out. I do appreciate this. But to say that Air India has contributed to the 

promotion of tourism is not correct. Ninety per cent of the tourists are brought 

to this country by foreign airlines and not by Air India. So, that is their 

contribution. The third claim, which they have made, is that Air India had won 

numerous awards worldwide for tourism promotion. I am sorry to say that they 

have done discredit to those who gave them these awards because they have 

belied their hopes and they have not done what they should have done. The 

fourth claim, which they have made, is that Air India evacuated Indians when 

there were crises abroad. What had Air India done in Iraq, in Iran, in Kuwait, in 

Yemen, in UAE, in Saudi Arabia, in Oman and in Indonesia in 1998? I am 

sorry to say that the Indians, who were stranded in these countries, were 

treated like animals, goats and rats. They were dumped into the aircraft and 

brought into this country, and the Government of India compensated Air India 

for that. In my opinion, this was not a contribution as was claimed by Air India. 

The next contribution, which Air India claims to have made to this 

country, is that they had operated 78 VVIP flights during the last eleven years 

carrying the President of India, the Vice-President of India, the Prime Minister 

of India and other Heads of States. We should look into how Air India had 

performed while operating these VVIP flights. First of all, these flights were not 

operated free of cost. Secondly, Air India had badly let down the WIPs also 

many times. Mr.Chairman, Sir, you may remember that the windscreen of the 

Air India flight carrying the Prime Minister of this country had cracked  in Paris  

because the maintenance was not done 
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properly This is not the only example. In the second instance, a VVIP flight 

operated by Air India had to land somewhere in Russia because of a technical 

snag. 

What I am saying is that   Air India has let down the WIPs also. 

Another contribution, which Air India claims to have made, is that 

they have helped the Hajis. They have claimed that they have contributed so 

much for the Hajis. They have not done anything for the Hajis The Hajis were 

stranded in Saudi Arabia a few days ago. Mr. Chairman. Sir. you may 

remember having read this news item in the newspapers. 

Air India just advertised in newspapers, engaged the services of 

foreign airlines: and in that also, a lot of manipulations took place. The Hajis 

are charged more than what they should have been charged normally, if Air 

India had not been involved in these operations. Sir. this is a disgrace and not 

a thing which Air India should claim to its credit. The treatment given to Hajis 

in India  and in Saudi Arabia is a matter of shame for all of us. Mr Chairman. 

Sir. Air India  claims to be the ambassador of our country to the world. What 

kind of ambassador it is"
1
 Yes; they are our ambassadors. But what kind of 

image they earn, outside the country? 1 would like to give a few examples 

which would be of interest to the whole House. Mr. Chairman. Sir. in New 

York, the cabin crew refused to take off. or report on duty, because there was 

a fight between the cabin crew and the pilot. They refused to take off. Almost 

four hundred passengers were stranded at the New York airport. In the 

second instance also, the same thing happened. In Rome, the same thing 

happened. The passengers reached there, boarded the aircraft, but there was 

no cabin crew, no pilot. because they were fighting with each other. Thirdly, in 

London, the pilot refused to take off because his wife was not accommodated 

on board by the ground staff. In Paris, the pilot landed and hit taxi lights while 

landing. In Frankfurt, the pilot undershot and landed, bursting all the tyres. So. 

this is the kind of image which the employees of Air India carry, so far as the 

world is concerned/ Rightly, they are our ambassadors! Not only this: the staff 

of Air India, at all levels, has been caught smuggling, not only in India but 

outside India also. So, Air India represents this kind of ambassadorship of this 

country! Air India has many subsidiaries also, and the situation is this. There 

is one subsidiary, namely, Air India Charters Ltd. The situation is, while all the 

airlines in the world chase cargo business. Air India is the only one which 

does not wish to handle cargo.  Because they feel that there 
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is nothing much in cargo business. Vested interests are involved everywhere, 

whether they are GSAs, whether they are posted overseas, whether they are 

something else. The other subsidiary of Air India is Hotel Corporation of India. 

You will be surprised to know that staff of Air India refused to stay at one of 

the hotels of Hotel Corporation of India, inspite of the fact that these hotels are 

located at one of the best location. I mean, this is the quality of service which 

the Air India and its subsidiaries are offering, Mr. Chairman, Sir, my hon. friend, 

Shri Sanjay Nirupam, has dealt with one comparative statement about the fleet 

of Air India. But he has forgotten to bring to the notice of this august House 

that not only the age of the aircrafts is too much, but Air India has the lowest 

utilisation of aircraft, per hour, per day. And it is the lowest. This is a record. 

No other airline in the world has such a lower utilisation of aircraft, per day, per 

hour. You will be surprised to know that for Boeing 747, 200 and 300, the 

average utilisation rate is 3.5 hours a day, whereas the normal utilisation per 

day, per airline, should be, like, for example, Singapore Airlines -10 hours; 

Japan Airlines - 11.35 hours; Lufthansa -12.3 hours; Air France - 12.48 hours; 

British Airways -13.5 hours; and the United Airlines - 11.54 hours. Mr. 

Chairman, Sir, this is the position of Air India.  If we see 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Hon. Member, you have already taken 15 minutes.  

Please conclude; otherwise, it will become a full-day debate. 

SHRI PREM CHAND GUPTA: Sir, it is very interesting ... 

(Interruptions) ... 

MR. CHAIRMAN: I know it is very interesting. Everybody has to 

make valuable points. You have to put questions and seek clarifications only.  

This is not a debate.  The rule is you should speak for five minutes. 

SHRI PREM CHAND GUPTA: Sir, I will take only one minute. The 

hon. Minister has stated that they are taking various steps to turn around. 

Perhaps he does know or he has not been informed that in Air India the 

retirement age has been reduced from 60 years to 58 years. But the same 

pilots were engaged and they were taken back in Air India on contract basis. 

Why is this going on? What was the necessity of doing it? Another glaring 

thing is if a junior pilot gets a certain amount, his senior pilot will get that money 

automatically even without flying because the senior pilot must get more than 

what his junior is getting. Sir, nothing is good in Air India. It is in a very bad 

shape.   I would request the hon. Minister to. look into the 
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matter very seriously. Merely submitting some documents or making a 

statement to the Press or in Parliament is not going to serve the purpose. 

Those who are responsible for the debacle of this airline should be punished 

and they should be removed. Bureaucratic control over Air India should be 

removed. The Secretary of the Ministry of Civil Aviation is made the Chairman 

of Air India. Therefore, nothing can be done. It is not a bureaucratic office. It is 

a commercial organization where service is important. We have to compete 

with the world. Simply putting some bureaucrat or a panmasulawala or a 

liquor baron on the Board of Air India is not going to solve these problems. 

You have to employ top-notch people so that this airline can be saved from 

closure. Sir, I challenge that if the present situation continues, Air India will not 

be able to survive.  Thank you. 

SHRI PRAFUL PATEL (Maharashtra): Mr. Chairman, Sir, Air India, 

as has been said earlier also, has been the pride of our country, our national 

flag carrier. It evokes strong emotions when we talk of it. Earlier, whenever we 

used to see a plane of Air India, it used to instil a sense of pride and emotion 

in all of us. Especially, whenever we were landing on foreign shores, the Air 

India plane used to remind us the glory and past of India. It was the first 

choice of any traveller, whether he was a business traveller or a leisure 

traveller. That was the pride and legacy of Air India. A lot of things have been 

said here. I don't want to make a very long speech because there is constraint 

of time. I would first like to talk about the capacity of the fleet. An airline, as old 

as Air India and a national flag carrier, having just a fleet of 26 aircraft is 

something for all of us to sit back and ponder and come to some kind of a 

conclusion. Are we serious in running this airline or not? Here we are talking 

of expanding the network. We are talking of reaching out to all the countries of 

the world. We want to establish links with all the countries. At the same time, 

the size of fleet of Air India is being reduced over the years. Sir, the figure of 

26 aircrafts may sound good at least on paper. But look at the age of these 

aircraft. Mr. Nirupam has just mentioned that the average age of B- 747-200 is 

22 years. I remember, I was in school, when the first 747-200 landed in India. I 

think, it is still in service. I don't want to dwell further on that. But it just shows 

that the overall planning of Air India, the fleet acquisition programme of Air 

India, has been very, very dismal. In fact, it has got bogged down in the 

bureaucratic mess and tangle of the Ministry of Civil Aviation and the Board of 

Air India.   Mr. Azad is here; he had also been 
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heading this Ministry for many years. He knows what Air India is all about. 

Minister after Minister has come. Governments have come and gone. We 

have been talking of a fleet acquisition programme for Air India; that is. long-

range, medium capacity aircraft: then, we hear of long-range large capacity 

aircraft. But. overall, all these acquisition programmes have remained only on 

paper, or. they have been caught up in some bureaucratic tangle or the other. 

If the airline is to prosper, if the airline is to grow, then, we have to take 

effective steps. When we talk of the number of employees Shri Sanjay 

Nirupam mentioned '17.800 employees': yes. the strength seems to sound 

very high - I am in favour of a compact airline: I am in favour of reducing the 

number of employees per aircraft. At the same time, if the number of aircraft is 

increased, if the number of routes is increased, then. 1 think, these employees 

can be absorbed within that expanded network. I know that it would not be 

very easy. It is easy to talk here in Parliament. "Yes: reduce the number of 

employees, or, reduce the number of employees per aircraft." But. in practice, 

with our kind of laws, with our kind of political system and with our kind of 

political will, it is not going to be easy to actually implement what we are 

speaking here. But we need to do justice to Air India. By not allowing them to 

expand their fleet. I don't think we are doing justice to Air India: i don't think we 

are doing justice to our country. Here. Sanjayji rightly mentioned Frankfurt, a 

very important destination in Europe. I can assure that anyone who tries to get 

a seat, from today to the next 60 to 90 days, will not be able to get it. That is 

the position. To any Western destination, there is no seat available. On the 

other hand. Air India had a great network to Geneva, Rome. Frankfurt, Zurich 

and so on. To any place in Europe, the Air India had that positioning. We had 

the slot. We had the offices. We had the staff. We had everything. The 

infrastructure was there. I just do not understand why Air India which was 

flying on these profitable routes is now seeking to withdraw from them. I just 

fail to understand what the rationale is. It is a commercial organisation. A 

commercial organisation must be allowed to fly on the most profitable routes, 

to the U.S. I think, we have tremendous capacity which can be generated on 

the Indo-U.S. sector. I think, since the last 50 years, ever since Air India 

started flying to New York, it has been having only one flight. The same flight 

which lands at 3.35 in the afternoon in New York, would take off at 8.30 p.m. 

or so, in the evening, from New York back to India.   That is the only flight 

which has been flying between 
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India and New York since the last 50 years. It is very surprising. I do not know 

why these things are not being addressed. Why should not there be two 

flights when the traffic is there? Rightly, Shri Prem Chand Gupta mentioned 

that the average fleet utilisation of Air India is not more than three-and-a-half 

hours, per aircraft, per day. So, it is a case where, I think, we have to (a) 

augment our capacity; (b) we have to replace these ageing aircrafts. Nobody 

has been applying his mind seriously to this issue. I think, there are many 

areas where Air India, definitely, needs to improve; I will dwell on that also. 

But the first most serious thing is that Air India has to replace its old aircraft 

and it should have a much larger fleet. It is surprising that after all these 

years. Air India has only 26 aircraft. I do not want to name them; but the 

private airlines which started only a few years back in India have 29-30 

aircraft today. 

They did not have the financial muscle or the backing of the 

Government of India. But, today, they are growing and the services they are 

offering, even on short haul are better than most international long haul 

services. We remember Singapore Airlines or Cathay Pacific or Thai or British 

Airways or Lufthansa being touted as one of the best airlines in the world. We 

have excellent services in the private sector in India today. Why can't Air India 

come back to the old standards which ft was known for? We have people in 

Air India who have been working there for the last 20-25-30 years, who have 

seen the transition of Air India from the peak to this low. I think a serious 

introspection is required; the first thing is the acquisition of aircraft, adding 

capacity; and, therefore, automatically, over-manning of Air India and the 

number of employees per aircraft may also come down. Besides that, I would 

also like to say that when you have route capacity available, according to 

bilateral agreements between most countries, we have certain arrangements 

where we have certain amount of capacity available in and out of the country 

and the national flag carriers of both countries have a capacity apportioned to 

them. Here, we have the capacity, we have aircraft also and we have given 

away our profitable routes to Virgin Atlantic in the past. A lot of tom-toming 

was done. Sir, Richard Branson comes to India and our Air India Board bends 

head over heals and tries to accommodate the great person as if he has 

come as a saviour of Air India in the Indian skies. I cannot understand it. What 

is the need? Virgini Atlantic maybe a good airline or a great airline, but all that 

you have done is, you have given away your capacity to somebody and then 
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you are feeling very happy about the whole thing and you are tom-toming it as 

if it is the best thing that could ever happen to Air India. 

What is the benefit for Air India out of this? This could have been 

done with anybody. You are anyway doing seat sharing arrangement with so 

many airlines. So, what was the great thing when Mr. Branson came to India 

and offered to Air India? We would like to know something about that. Sir, yes; 

we are talking about disinvestment and privatisation of Air India. I think that is 

not the solution. The solution is, let Air India have a first class Board. People 

of integrity, people of professional competence, people who know their job in 

every sphere, let people like that sit from top to bottom on the Board of Air 

India. Let the top positions of Air India be held by people who have the 

competence, who know what airline industry is all about. If private people in 

India, people who have had no past experience in running an airline, if they 

come and offer us a world class airline in India, why can't the existing airline, 

with the background, with the history, with the legacy, with the entire backing of 

the Government of India and the people of India, run as professionally as any 

in the world? I think what is required is a first class Board, a complete 

overhaul. What is privatisation going to do? Ultimately, it is going to change 

the face of management. Privatisation is going to bring in more money. Well; 

money is available in India. You don't have to sell your airline to a foreign 

airline or a foreign institutional investor. There is enough money available in 

India. I do not think any of the private airlines today have got billions and billions 

of dollars from abroad and have been able to build up their airlines. They have 

initially got aircraft on dry lease. Air India could do the same. If they do not 

have the money today, they can acquire aircraft on dry lease. Please acquire 

new aircraft; do not acquire those 20 or 30-year-old aircraft again, like the 

Carib Jet and all these deals which are shady deals, which do not instil any 

confidence in the people. When we talk of these kind of things, they have 

been happening time and again. I think good aircraft are available on dry 

lease. New aircraft, a year or two old aircraft, are also available. Get new 

aircraft, add capacity and from there you can take that. You make money and 

then you reinvest that money and wipe out the old losses. That could be one 

of the better ways of looking at it. Sir, as somebody pointed out, Air India is 

sitting on a wealth of its infrastructure. Air India's engineering wing is one of 

the finest in the world. With 26 aircraft and the base which you have got, why 

don't you sell your services to some foreign 
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carriers? Why don't they come to India and service their aircraft? Our aircraft 

go abroad for C-checks and D-checks to Singapore, Dubai and other places. 

Why can't Mumbai which is the headquarters of Air India also be a base for 

engineering works? Air India can sell the spare capacity that it has to foreign 

airlines, to smaller operators from overseas and expand its base and enhance 

its revenue. 

Sir, India's tourism suffers the moment Air India suffers. I think for the 

last ten to fifteen years, we have seen Air India suffering and, therefore, the 

entire tourism sector in the country suffering. Air India's ills are not just with 

regard to its aircrafts and its capacity, but they are such that a total 

transformation of Air India is a must. Take the pilots. My friend, Shri Prem 

Chand Gupta, also mentioned this. The pilots, who are very well-paid, who are 

in the upper strata of the society in India as compared to the rest of the 

population with regard to their average earnings, go on strike just at the drop 

of a hat or for their whims and fancies like, for accommodating somebody's 

wife, a flight gets cancelled or when a Captain wants to accommodate his own 

wife, a flight gets cancelled because he doesn't want to fly, or when an air 

hostess and a pilot fight with each other, a flight gets cancelled and 400 

passengers have to be put up in a hotel in New York. At what cost? Then, we 

see the flight engineers going on strikes and the aircraft grounded. Then, you 

have the cabin crew also going on strike. Thanks to Mr. Nirupam's union 

there, they also go on strike and we have the Air India getting grounded. You 

are also part of the problem, if not total. Then, the engineers also want to go 

on strike. Sir, it is something which requires a radical surgery. Every section of 

Air India has some role to pla. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Now, listen please. It is past 1 o'clock. Are we to 

sit till the whole thing is over? It has become a debate. It is no more a Calling 

Attention now. Calling Attention means you ask specific questions. The points 

being made are very important. They are good points. But how do we decide 

now? Should we continue? 

SHRI NARENDRA MOHAN (Uttar Pradesh): If you permit, Sir, we 

can continue after the lunch-break. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: But then, we also have the Health Ministry. 
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SHRI NARENDRA MOHAN: But the lunch-break has to be there, 

Sir. 

SHRI R. MARGABANDU (Tamil Nadu): I think this can continue, Sir.   

(Interruptions) 

MR. CHAIRMAN: But there are still many speakers. There are eight 

of them. Everybody is taking ten, fifteen or twenty minutes. So, it will be a 

debate and not a Calling Attention. It has become that because the subject is 

very important and the points being made are also very important. But the 

question is that we are not able to restrict it to the mode of a Calling Attention.  

It has become a debate.  What do we decide now? 
 
 �� ���  ����: ������ �ह"&�,�ह �" ��� >B� ह�,�ह �ह2� �हL��P; ह� �� 
����	� �&Y� '� �� �" �.��$ �� �ह� ह�,ह �ह2� ���� ह� � �� ����� ह�� �� �ह �rw�  !$%<� 
ह* ����� �� �ह �"��� ह�� �� ��& ��� ��� ��% �� >���  ��& '�� �� $	F�� ��% �" B	� �ह� � 
,���� �2 �̀ �	 '��� ��� &��� ��  ��0 �2 5 ��� ���ह0 � �� ����� ह�� �� ��� �� ��Y�%$ ह* 
����� �ह �[� �ह2� �हL��P; ह� �  

MR. CHAIRMAN: I have no objection.. The House is adjourned till 

five minutes past two. 

The House then adjourned for lunch at four minutes past one of the clock. 

The House reassembled after lunch at nine minutes past two of the clock, 

[THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI SURESH PACHOURI) in the Chair.] 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI SURESH PACHOURI): Now we will 

resume the discussion on the Calling Attention Motion. 

SHRI PRAFUL PATEL : Sir, I was talking on the functioning of Air 

India and various steps that need to be taken to improve the functioning, to 

improve the image of Air India and to make sure that our national flag carrier, 

Air India, regains its lost eminence. There was a time when Air India was 

considered as one of the best airlines in the world - not alone in India or in the 

region. And, as I said earlier, various measures need to be taken. I have 

enunciated a lot of points. I need not go back to those points again because I 

am just trying to wind up and complete my speech. However, one of the 

points, which 1 still feel needs to be seriously looked into, is about the VIP 

movements on Air India. Time and again, it has been mentioned that Air India 

suffered on account of aircraft being given out for the VIP movements of the 

hon. President or the Prime Minister or high 
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office functionaries. The issue is. Air India pulls out its fleet from its existing 

routes, cuts down on some services and makes aircraft available for the VIP 

movement. 1 think, a country as big as ours and a country which has its own 

place in the world should definitely look at having one or two aircraft for the 

movement of our WIPs. It would not be improper on my part to say that Air 

India is already looking at selling some of the older fleet Boeing 747-200s. With 

a little bit of modification, with some structural changes - or, whatever it may 

be, I do not know the exact technical word -and spending a fraction of the 

price of a new aircraft, these aircraft can be modernised, can be upgraded for 

the use of the WIPs. This would ensure two things: The first one is, our 

country and our country's high dignitaries will have an aircraft exclusively for 

their use. At the same time, it will save Air India from the problems which it 

faces whenever it has to handle such movements. 

The Haj charters have generated a lot of controversy. A heated 

debate took place in the House also. The movement of our Hajis is being 

handled by Air India every year and a lot needs to be improved in terms of 

services that are being offered by Air India. There have been complaints. This 

year also, in particular, there have been complaints that aircraft having been 

leased for a specific purpose of transporting our Hajis had never reached on 

time, there were delays and our Hajis had to undergo tremendous hardship. I 

am sure there can be a better mechanism to ensure that these kinds of things 

do not occur again and again. As far as the money is concerned. I do not 

think, Air India is losing money on this count. I think. Air India is charging even a 

handling fee. The Hajis are being charged according to a certain rate and Air 

India is hiring or chartering aircraft on the basis of per-seat-per-passenger at a 

slightly lesser rate than what are being charged from the Hajis. The difference 

being the handling charges which Air India recovers to manage its own cost. 

So, I do not see that Haj charters are a drain on the Air India or on the 

resources of Air India. In fact, if handled properly, if there is a difference 

between the price you pay to a charter company and what you recover from 

the pilgrims. I think, it would be a commercial proposition for Air India or for 

any other commercial organisation. But. to the contrary, it has always been 

mentioned that Haj charters or Haj movement is a big drain on the resources 

of Air India or it is a big challenge or hardship which Air India has to face. 

Otherwise also, Sir, there are routes -- as 1 mentioned earlier about the 
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bilaterals - which Air India has, from time to time, given away to various 

airlines, to various countries, which, otherwise, could have been profitably 

exploited and handled by Air India itself. This, certainly, is something which 

the hon. Minister should take up with the Board of Air India and discuss with 

them. Within your existing framework, your fleet capacity you can definitely get 

better productivity and better route rationalisation. I think, something has been 

left or neglected; or whatever the reasons may be, I am unable to state. 

The GSAs is an area where Air India has repeatedly been getting a 

bad name. For years and years, I have been reading it in newspapers. It had 

been raised publicly that GSAs, basically, is nothing but a medium for 

favouritism; to favour a party, to favour an individual, to oblige somebody. It 

definitely needs a lot of introspection. The GSAs is a prevalent practice all 

over the world. I am not saying that GSAs is something unique to Air India. 

But. when one looks at the volume of traffic of Air India, one finds that Air India 

has a dedicated traffic. That is where it raises a lot of eyebrows. The Air India 

has, probably, a maximum of 10 flights a week out of London. (Time-bell rings) 

You want GSAs to handle the entire volume of the traffic there. Most of your 

traffic is a dedicated traffic. Ethnic people use Air India out of compulsion 

because they feel more comfortable in their own environment, in their national 

carrier. I do not think Air India requires GSAs to actively market its limited 

capacity, whatever it has. So, why is the GSA so important for the functioning 

of Air India, or for the marketing Air India's limited capacity? I think, this aspect 

does need a lot of serious introspection. 

Finally, I would come back to one point and, after that, I would wind 

up. It is about the purchase of new aircraft, which I have mentioned earlier 

also. A lot has been talked about it. I do not know who has to take a final 

decision - the Government or Air India - but I am sure Air India has to take the 

concurrence of the Government of India whenever it goes in for a major fleet 

acquisition. But why has this issue been pending for years? I think the last 

purchase decision, which Air India took, was about 8-9 years back, when they 

bought 747-400. I think, four aircraft were bought at that time. After that, there 

has been no purchase. Time and again, you just talk of expanding your fleet 

or modernising your fleet. Whatever has the consideration been, there has 

been no decision. Shri Prem Chand Gupta, myself and so many other 

Members, had raised this issue in the Consultative 
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Committee of the Ministry of Civil Aviation. Always, it had been mentioned to 

us. "No. a committee has been formed. The committee will go into the 

aspects". When the report of the committee comes out. then, again, another 

committee is appointed to look into the report of the previous committee and 

so on. and so on. Committees after committees! They have only been 

opining, but there has been no concrete decision. I don't think the way the Air 

India is allowed to function, would help it in any way. They need some 

autonomy. They should be given the 'right to choose'. They know what is their 

problem. They have to decide according to route rationalisation. I do not think 

bureaucrats, sitting in the Ministry, have a competence in the technicalities of 

buying an aircraft. I don't think they, sitting in the corridors of New Delhi, can 

advise as to what Air India should do while buying an aircraft vis-a-vis a 

particular type of aircraft. I am sure. Air India has got the experience and the 

competence to do so. If they don't have, kindly make sure that they do have a 

thoroughly professional board who can advise them and help them in 

deciding as to which aircraft should be purchased. 

THE  VICE-CHAIRMAN   (SHRI   SURESH  PACHOURI):     Please 
conclude. 

SHRI PRAFUL PATEL: Sir, money is definitely a scarce commodity. 

As I said earlier, money may be scarce. We agree. But. at the same time, 

various options, like dry leasing, are available there. When private operators, 

with no background of the Government or financial muscle, could be in a 

situation where they are today, why could not Air India be? Today, private 

operators have got more aircrafts, than what the Air India had during the last 

fifty years. Why this is so? They have got modern aircraft. Without money or 

resources, they could get the aircraft, they could generate revenue, get the 

traffic on the routes and pay back. Now, they are buying their own aircraft. 

They are buying aircraft, without putting a single rupee or dollar as down 

payment. They are getting money from the Exim Bank and other banks just 

because of their credibility. I think with the backing of the Government of 

India, Air India definitely has the credibility to be able to purchase new 

aircrafts or to get aircrafts on dry-lease. This aspect can be taken up at the 

earliest. Sir, finally, I would like to bring to the notice of the House the smallest 

of the small thing. When we all fly, what do we look for? We look for 

cleanliness of the aircraft.   We look for the minor details as to whether the 

airport lounge is a 
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nice, ambient and a pleasant one. I do not think these things require any push 

from the Ministry. It has to come basically from the work culture within the 

airlines. What the top brass of Air India is doing? Or, what the people who are 

responsible for this thing are doing? I do not think anyone of us here will 

disagree with this. When you board an aircraft and use the facilities on the 

aircraft and compare it with other airlines, with a foreign carrier, you can feel 

the difference. I think it really requires some major determination. The working 

of the airlines has to improve. There has to be something from within which 

says that these things can be rectified. A T.V. will not work in the Air India first 

class. Even a first class or business class seat will not recline in Air India. We 

can find the movement of rats in the lounge of the Mumbai Airport and all 

those places which are supposed to be the...(Interruptions)...anything; rats, you 

will find kittens, everything ...(Interruptions)...This is something which we all 

have to look into. I read that a rat bit the wires of an Air India aircraft which was 

meant for V.V.I.P. movement. When all these things can happen to a V.V.I.P. 

aircraft, what can be the plight of ...(Interruptions)... 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI SURESH PACHAURI) : Please 

conclude.   You started at ...(/nterruptionns)... 

SHRI PRAFUL PATEL : Sir, I appreciate, but I got disturbed. What 

could I do? My flow got disturbed. ...(Interruptions)... If you had let me finish, I 

would have finished within two minutes, but anyway, Sir. 
 
 �� ��.�7�" �� ���8! (��S$�): �	�� 7�� ��  ��0 ��� � � � �  

SHRI PRAFUL PATEL : Yes; Sir, landing takes a little time. We have 

to ...(Interruptions)... 
 
 �� ���� �%��(�ह�����): +�� �� ���� &" �  

SHRI ADHIK SHIRODKAR (Maharashtra): My friend, Shri Sanjay 

Nirupam, advised him not to get disturbed. 
 
 �� �9! : � �	�: ����	� ��4	 �	,���	 �" �?� �?� �2�� ह�,ह ��& �% 70� � � �ह�� �" 
����� 'f�2- ह*,5"$	 5"$	 ���% ह� ����� 0�� '��.�� �� ��� =��� ह" �ह� ह�,�E�H �ह3 
ह*,$r��$ �� t�< ���� �ह3 ह�,�	$ �	5� �ह3 ���	,$	.	.�ह3 ����.��'s� =��� ह�,Y$�E 
�� 0$	��. =��� ह�,Y$�E ��� �ह3 ���� ह�,���� $� �� ���	 �" �2 5 ����� �ह3 ह"�� ह* �� 
,�� ���:Y/�� ह* � t��'$ �.�� ह2H �" �"H  
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��� &��� ��� �ह3 ह* � ����$ �� 0�� ह"Y$�� �?�H �� �ह� ह�� ...($��%��)...t��'$ �� ��$ 
ह"�� �" �� ह� � 0�� '��.�� �	 t��'$ �� ���� ह" �" ���� ��5� 0�� �"$; �� �� ��'�� � �ह �� 
����� ���% ह�,��ह����	 ����  '���  ���� �% J��� &	���� � &�< �	  ���� �� ��� ह�  � �ह  &�< 
�� 0� +�� 7 ���'-�<� ह�,�����  C �� ह���	 �� �	 N�� ह* � 7� �� �� �� ��  '� �� 5"$	 
5"$	 ���� �� J��� &	���� � �?	-�?	 ���% �" ��& �% &�=�� ��ह�� � ह �" &�=�	 ह	 ह� � ����� 
5"$	 5"$	 ���� �� <2@7� ��% � �" <��& 0�� '��.�� �	 �Y	� �2�� ���	 ह� � 
C�'�$�'-�<� �����,'���  ��0 ह���	 �"H ���ह	 �ह3 ह* ����� �&�<	 ह�/� �% �� &	���� � 
�हF&2Y��� �% �ह2� $��%$ ह� � ���	 �" �	 &	����,��ह� 0:T��Y$  �" &	����,��ह� ��� 7&�	 �" 
&	����,>��% ह�% �2 5 �ह3 �ह�� ह� � ����� �*�� ��  !�� �%,0,��$D- ��  !�� �% �ह �&�< �% 
���� ���ह��,+�	 ��� �2 �̀ �ह3 � �	 ह� � �ह 0����'� ह����  g� ह* �� '��" ह� ���� 
�=% � � �ह	 ह���	 !��a� ह� � 7��� �ह2� �ह2� �F��& �  

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI SURESH PACHOURI:   Shri, Vijay 

Darda, he is not here. Shri Bratin Sengupta. 

SHRI BRATIN SENGUPTA (West Bengal): Hon. Vice-Chairman, Sir, 

I want to call the attention of the Minister to this issue of mismanagement of 

Air India, particularly, given the fact that instead of infusing money .into Air 

India, which the Kelkar Committee had proposed—it was being debated for 

the last three years—shelving this, the entire Cabinet and the Ministry are 

moving with a new step which is directed towards disinvestment, 40 per cent 

disinvestment of Air India and a strategic share of 40 per cent by a foreign 

airline. The Virgin Atlantic, led by Mr. Branson, and the Singapore Airlines are 

in the race at the present moment. There will be many more willing to come. 

This is the entire direction of the Government. 

This has been discussed in many fora. I do not want to repeat this. 

But the same Air India, at one point of time, had quoted the examples of Air 

France and British Airways. Both of them were saved by their own 

Governments. The Government of France had infused Air France with a fund 

of Rs. 17,000 crores in order to save their national carrier, when it was 

suffering from a different kind of losses. British Airways was rescued by the 

British Government when it was suffering from a different kind of losses. 
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Many Members of Parliament have raised this issue on different 

occasions that the only alternative for Air India is infusion of equity funds by 

the Government, that there should be implementation of the recommendations 

of the Kelkar Committee— Part I and Part II—and that Air India should be 

revived. Many Members of Parliament have been agitated over the issue on 

many occasions, over the non-implementation of the Kelkar Committee's 

recommendations etc. Why is the Government silent about the implementation 

of that particular recommendation of the Kelkar Committee? Why is the 

Government silent about revival of Air India? Instead, there have been 

demands galore in the last few days that by the 15th of May, the Cabinet 

Committee on Disinvestment should decide on the final restructuring of Air 

India, which would involve 40 per cent dilution of equity to the foreign airline 

partner, namely. Virgin Atlantic which is led by Mr. Branson.  The Singapore 

Airlines is also in the run. 

Does the Government not remember that all of us, cutting across 

political affiliations, fought against this? The Singapore Airlines was not even 

allowed to join Tata Airlines. Even a private project of Tata Airlines was not 

allowed because of security reasons and many other reasons. A joint venture 

between Singapore Airlines and Tata Airlines was disallowed. Many Members 

of Parliament had raised the issue. 

But that same Singapore Airlines is now being allowed this. It is not a 

question of having a joint venture with a private airlines, but that of having their 

stake in Air India. Does the Government not remember how much opposition 

was there at that point of time? How does the Government allow this? When 

there have been many debates, who gave them the mandate to allow a foreign 

airlines to have a strategic partner and a disinvestment of 40 per cent of Air 

India's equity? The examples of the Air France and the British Airways, I just 

quoted. Who gave them the mandate to forget all those debates and go in for 

disinvestment of the entire thing
0 

Are Virgin Atlantic and Singapore Airlines 

going to rescue Air India? 

Mr. Sanjay Nirupam and many of us have raised this Calling 

Attention. 1 think many Members are lending their wholehearted support to us. 

It should never be misconstrued or misunderstood as an attempt to depict that 

the only solution to the mismanagement in Air India is privatisation or 

disinvestment. Never. We never meant that. Nobody wanted to mean that.   

Does the Government not know about it?  Yes; there 
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have been many irregularities, to which we wanted to call the attention of the 

Minister. 

There has been the question of fleet restructuring. Standardisation 

of the fleet of Air India has been a long-pending agenda. Why is the 

Government sitting quiet? Why did the Board of Management of Air India sit 

quiet for all these years, because of which the fleet standardisation was never 

possible, with the result that we have a fleet of 26 aircraft, out of which, some 

are as old as 23 years? The 747-200s are 23-year old. There are seven of 

them. There are many aircraft which are eleven-year old and seventeen-year 

old They are still continuing. Why did the Government not give its attention to 

it much earlier? Why was no action taken against the erring officials and the 

members of the Board of Management, who could not take a decision all 

these years and sat quiet on these files when Air India had money to do it"? I 

know that the management will say today, "We are recovering from all the 

lapses of the past act. This time, our loss is only going to be around Rs.92 

crores. It is going to be reduced from Rs. 170 crores or from what it was two 

years back." 1 know that. I know that they will say about code alliances, code-

sharing, new alliances, etc. But. will the management reply or will the 

Government reply on behalf of the management here win a national airlines, 

67-year old airlines, having a profit record of at least Rs.333 crores in the year 

1992-93, is making a loss continuously for the last lew years? And there is no 

sight of ending the loss. Win could not the) take a decision regarding fleet 

standardization all these days'.
1
 Why was the money put in the bank and not 

used for purchase of aircraft? The aircraft could have been procured in main
-
 

ways other than by spending from the savings account of Air India. There 

were many other ways in which the aircraft could have been procured. Why 

was it not done? Was any action taken? Was any action taken against the 

Board of Management? Yes, there is a 20000-strong work-force. Per aircraft, 

there are 700 employees which is very high compared to international 

standard. In the case of Singapore Airlines, it is only 100. The international 

standard is 350 employees per aircraft. That is not the only issue. It should be 

reduced. Those employees may be put somewhere else, not necessarily be 

put in the aircraft. They can be deputed as ground staff without being 

retrenched. By increasing the number of aircraft, they can be absorbed in any 

other areas. There have been many schemes in operation like the voluntary 

retirement scheme.   For those people not having a licence, there is 
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a scheme. There is a premature retirement scheme. There is a half-day, half-

work scheme. I want to know from the Government and the management what 

happened to these things. How are they implemented ? Why is the Board of 

Management silent? Sir, this is a very important point. The Board of 

Management and the Government are silent on the PLI scheme on which the 

CAG has castigated them saying that crores of rupees have been siphoned 

out of this PLI scheme and it has gone into the pocket of the management. 

The scheme was introduced by a former M.P. I do not want to name him. He 

has been benefited hugely to the tune of crores of rupees. Many other M.Ps. 

and high officials have been benefited by the PLI scheme against which the 

CAG has pointed his finger. There has been no action against this. A 

particular scheme came into being. The Government is silent. 

Why is the Government silent about the loss-making sectors like 

Canada, London and South Africa? Despite a recommendation of the 

Standing Committee long back in this respect, why are the flights of Air India 

running in these sectors for all these years? Why was it not stopped at that 

point of time? They are not answering these questions. Why have we to pay a 

heavy compensation to the Carrib Jet, an Antigua-based company, from 

whom we had taken two aircraft on wait-list in September, 1996. The Carrib 

Jet complained that there was no clause in the agreement that the lease 

agreement could be terminated at a point of time, but it was terminated on 

complaints about safety norms. It was terminated. At that point of time, the 

Carrib Jet went to the court and got the compensation. An interim 

compensation had to be given. They have asked for a compensation of 

Rs.400 crores. We do not know how much compensation the company is 

going to get. The Government is totally silent on these facts. 

There is no action taken when there was lack of passenger 

amenities. There was a heart attack to a patient on an aircraft which was 

coming from Dubai to Cochin, near Cochin. It was on 14th February. It was 

one Mr. M. Veerappan or somebody. There was this heart attack and on 

humanitarian grounds, the pilots had to ground the aircraft. Those pilots, Mr. 

Gadgil and Mr. Janardhan, refused to fly from Bombay. They had to make an 

emergency landing at Mumbai airport because they were 250 kms short of 

Cochin airport at that point of time. Immediately after that, the pilots said, "We 

have come back to the base station. We cannot fly back to 
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Cochin again and we will not fly." No action was taken on 10th February when 

the pilots in another flight, a New York-bound flight, of Air India refused to fly. 

That was an overbooked flight. There was no seat available. They wanted to 

accommodate four of their colleagues who had no business in the flight. They 

were not being allowed by the ground staff. And they refused to take off the 

flight. It lasted for nine hours. Around 150 passengers were offloaded from a 

New York-bound aircraft to another aircraft simply because they were over 

booked and the pilot refused to fly. They had to spend nine hours at the 

Airport and they had gone in for claiming compensation.  But the Government 

is indifferent about it. 

We generate a lot of cargo revenue, but, Sir, Air India has suffered a 

tremendous loss because two aircraft which used to go from Mumbai to 

Tokyo via Calcutta and Bangkok, have been withdrawn without any reason. 

They used to earn a lot of cargo revenue. In the same sector, there are other 

airways like the British Airways, the KLM, the Swiss Airways and the Thai 

Airways. They are earning a lot of cargo revenue by operating in the same 

sector. They are doing that because there is a market. But Air India has 

withdrawn these two aircraft which used to earn a lot of cargo revenue, without 

any reason. Will the Government tell us why they have withdrawn these two 

flights? Will the Government answer why they will not restore them? There is 

a market. The British Airways is running cargo aircraft from there. The KLM is 

running a cargo aircraft. And the other airways are also running cargo flights. 

Then, why was it done? Will the Government answer it? They are silent and 

they are sitting quiet on this. 

There is talk of workforce. Definitely, it should be restructured. But the 

top management, which is sitting quiet about all these things, should be cut to 

size. Disinvestment is not going to be an answer to this. Nobody has given the 

Cabinet this mandate. Keeping in view the background of the discussion that has 

already taken place in this House and everywhere else for the last ten years, I 

don't think they have been given the mandate to go in for this kind of blanket 

disinvestment, without going for other restructuring. It is surprising to note that 

the question of even fleet standardisation is pending with the Air India 

management. It is pending for a decade or so. This is also put on hold because 

of the fact that it will be restructured by the Virgin Atlantic, or, Singapore 

Airlines, or, whoever may •be the new strategic partner who will come in, and 

they will have to stake their claim.   They will have to have their final say on   

fleet standardisation* < 
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Therefore, fleet standardisation, despite repeated recommendations by the 

Standing Committee on Transport and Tourism and many other effective 

authorities, is not taking place, and the Government is silent on that. The 

Government is giving in before those would-be strategic allies rather than 

accepting the Standing Committees recommendations, or, the repeated 

recommendations regarding fleet standardisation which is long overdue. 

SHRI NARENDRA MOHAN: Mr. Vice-Chairman, Sir, the problems 

which Air India is facing today, are of immense importance to us. It is not that 

these problems cannot be solved. It is not that the Government of India has 

not tried to solve them, but, unfortunately, whatever attempts have been made, 

they have been frustrated by various channels. I will come to this later. Sir, a 

commercial organisation fails — there are only a couple of reasons — when 

there is an erosion in the market, when there is a change in technology, due to 

lack of finance, change in Government policies, or, because of bad 

management. In the case of Air India, the shelter of erosion in the market 

cannot be taken because market exists and demand exists. And other airlines 

which are flying through India, to or from India are making profits. Sir, there is 

approximately a seven per cent growth in air traffic to and from India. And the 

share of Air India is, at present, hardly 1.7 to 1.8 per cent. The rest 5 - 5.5 per 

cent traffic is going to other airlines which are flying through India, or, from 

India. This is what surprises me. There is demand and there is market, but still 

Air India fails. The fare structure of Air India is also unfavourable. But still it is 

failing. The Government of India may not be willing to immediately finance Air 

India. At the same time, the Government of India is also not very apathetic. I 

would rather say that the present Minister of Civil Aviation is very sympathetic 

and he is demanding finance from the Government of India. It may come. But 

the question is, even if the finance is given to Air India, whether Air India will 

work, whether-Air India will make profit. Now, the conditions in which Air India 

is operating are totally contrary to normal business norms and commercial 

norms. Are we willing to change those conditions? Can we run an organisation 

like Air India where a pilot, who draws approximately an amount of Rs.5 lakhs 

per month as salary, is considered to be a simple workman? He is taking 

shelter under the Industrial Disputes Act. An air-hostess, who is drawing a 

salary of Rs. 1.5 lakhs per month, is considered to be a "workman". They are 

not working 8 hours a day.   They are not working 54 hours a week.   They are 

not 
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working 20 days a month. And what are they getting? They are getting 

huge salaries and, over and above these salaries, they are getting various 

kinds of incentives which, sometimes, run into lakhs of rupees per month. 

At the end of the day. the entire organisation of Air India, though it is 

making losses, in the name of efficiency and productivity, is spending 

several hundreds of crores of rupees on special bonus and special 

incentives to workmen, besides these salaries of Rs.5 lakhs. Rs. 1.5 lakhs. 

Rs.50,000 odd, etc. The salary of a workman in Air India works out to be 

approximately Rs.25.000 per month. It is the approximate figure. It may 

be a little less than that. These are the figures given to me by someone. I 

may be wrong. I would like to be corrected. I would like to know from 

the hon. Minister what the average salary of a workman in Air India is. He 

may categorise them into groups. Let us know how much Air India is 

spending in the name of the so-called productivity and other incentives. 

Why are such agreements signed? Unfortunately, in the market economy. 

if you call it market economy, if you say such agreements have been signed 

by some other airlines in their own country, we all know that in such 

countries there is a law called "hire and fire". In those countries a little 

misbehaviour on the part of an air-hostess or a pilot will immediately lead to 

the termination of her or his services, That is not the case here. Here. 

every other day the pilots are on strike, the crew is on strike. There is a 

strike even other day. There is no consideration for an average customer 

or passenger. So much of trade union rivalry exists in Air Ind ia  in every 

occupation. In Air India the smallest occupation is the union. The 

management of Air India does not deal with any single trade union. The 

concept of one business one trade union, one industry one trade union, does 

not exist in Air India. People are saying that Air India should make profit. 

How can it make profit, when the conditions are totalis contrary to the- 

situation
1
? The basic structure of profitability has been eroded constantly 

and continuously. There is no attempt to reframe the structure. We know 

that whenever there is a little thing, there is either work-to-rule in Air 

India.....(Interruptions)... 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN  (SHRI, SURESH PACHOURI):     Please 

conclude. 

SHRI NARENDRA MOHAN:   Sir. I am making the points.   You have 

given fifteen minutes to others.   You give me, at least, five minutes. 
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THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI SURESH PACHOURI): They had given 

the notice for Calling Attention Motion.  Your name was not there. 

SHRI NARENDRA MOHAN: Hon. Vice-Chairman, Sir, I seek mercy 

from you. If you want me to sit down, I will sit down right now. But then... 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI SURESH PACHOURI): Because you 

asked me why they were allowed, I am saying so. Their names were there, 

but your name was not there. 

SHRI NARENDRA MOHAN: No. Sir, I did give my name yesterday.  

And it was allowed. 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI SURESH PACHOURI):  No, no. 

SHRI NARENDRA MOHAN: Sir, it. was allowed. 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI SURESH PACHOURI): Anyway, please 

conclude. 

SHRI NARENDRA MOHAN: Sir, I seek mercy from you. If you want 

me to sit down, I will sit down right now. 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI SURESH PACHOURI): But you are 

asking why they have been allowed; that is why I said so. 

SHRI NARENDRA MOHAN: I seek mercy from you, Sir. How can I 

question your judgment? I have no right to question your judgment, Sir. 

Anyway, thank you for being considerate. I will try to conclude as qu ickly as 

possible. So. we want a total transformation in the management policy. But 

should there not be total transformation in the working culture of Air India? 

Who will bring that culture? That kind of work culture cannot be brought about 

by various agreements which have been signed by the Air India management. 

This is certain. Now, what sort of new agreements have been signed? What is 

the view of Minister? Does the Minister think that there is a need for having an 

agreement with the workers: with the pilots; with the staff of Air India, or some 

basic lacuna is there? If he thinks so, then certainly, there may be some 

scope. Sir, we know, in the past, everybody said, and I am repeating that in 

one sentence " The Board has been formed because of political consideration. 

I agree with the judgment of my colleagues. The Air India Board has not been 

formed with the idea of inducting the best of talent available in the country.   

The 
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best of talent was available in our country but those people were not put on 

the Board. 1 know, some panwula  some such people, were allowed. Why 

they were allowed Only those who allowed them are answerable. 

(Interruptions) Ever} profession is honourable. But they do not have the core 

competence of running an aviation industry. 

SHRI T.N. CHATURVEDI (Uttar Pradesh): Whether it is panwqla 

or pan masala. 

SHRI NARENDRA MOHAN: Whether it is panwala or pan masala, 

whatever it is. Mr. Rajiv Shukla knows more about that. Anyway, the question 

of operating efficiency has been raised here. Why the operating efficiency of 

Air India is so low? I would request the hon. Minister to deliberate a little on this 

point. Shri Prem Chand Gupta has made certain points. They are very 

important points. The average utilisation of aircraft is very low in Air India. 

Can't it be increased? Unfortunately. Sir, we all know that the Planning 

Commission discussed this whole issue. I will read out a couple of important 

points w h i c h  the Planning Commission has made. The Planning Commission 

has given a programme and policy framework for the Ninth Plan. It says 

"International air services are governed by bilateral agreements. The general 

objective of India's bilateral civil aviation relations will be providing adequate 

capacity to facilitate easy movement of international traffic to and from India but, 

in doing so, a balance will be struck between the interests of the national 

carriers on the one hand and promotion of trade, commerce, tourism and 

convenience of passengers on the other hand." What is his view? Does the 

Government of India accept the views given by the Planning Commission 

about Air India? It says "the national carrier plays an important role in the 

provision of air services in the country, and one of the policy objectives for the 

development of civil aviation in the Ninth Plan would be to create a proper 

environment to enable a national carrier to operate in full capacity." Now, 

where is that proper environment? That is what I am complaining: where is the 

proper environment? If that proper environment will not come, how Air Ind ia 

will run with full capacity? When other airlines are operating 10-12 hours per 

day; why, here, it is less than two hours
0
 Why it is so? Where is that proper 

environment
0
 When every other day there is strike, what is the view of 

Minister? Further reading out from the Planning Commission's document, it 

says "International passenger traffic passing to and from India has shown a 

grow th." 
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But this growth, as I said earlier, is not being shared by Air India. 

Rather, it is declining. Why is it declining? Earlier, it used to be 6.3 per cent. In 

1980s it was 4.8 per cent. Now it has gone down to 1.7 per cent. These are 

the figures given by the Planning Commission. I am not referring to other 

figures. I would request the hon. Minister to explain to us as to why Air India 

has not been able to share this growth. 

My next point is about productivity-linked incentive which has 

basically demolished the work culture in Air India because there is no proper 

benchmark and it is not linked with profit. Moreover, the technical side of it has 

been neglected. There are no punishment provisions in the agreement. They 

are governed by archaic labour laws. If they govern the productivity, if they 

govern the operating efficiency, Air India is bound to pay. I do not know why 

our Leftist friends have been keeping quiet on the attitude of workers towards 

the management and towards the passengers. They should have said 

something on that. Why is the productivity of an average worker so low in Air 

India?   They are demanding so much salary. 

SHRI JIBON ROY (West Bengal):  Because of your governance. 

SHRI NARENDRA MOHAN: It is not a question of governance. 

Jibonji. Air India is a separate corporation. Those who are drawing a salary of 

Rs. 5 lakhs...(I'nterruptions). 
 
 �� *��� ���: 0� �ह���� �" �*��w�  .����,$� /�,>��	 'F,���	 ���{� � >� 
8 �*�"� �� ���� �� =�S /� �� ���� u��&� घ�$� ह27 �  

SHRI NARENDRA MOHAN: I am not yielding. I do not know about 

that.  I am only saying that the work culture does not exist. 
 
 �� *��� ���: >��	 'F,���	 ���{ ...($��%��)...>���  ��� ,�$;� /� ��F�2 �E� 
�	 ह E�' Y$�� �% Bह��� /�,��� '�$��*f�� �% Bह��� /� �  

SHRI NARENDRA MOHAN: I am in total agreement with my 

colleagues, Shri Prem Chand Gupta, Shri Sanjay Nirupam and others who 

said that the fleet of Air India should be increased. There is a Technical 

Committee which has assessed all the needs. The Technical Committee has 

already submitted a proposal to the Air India Board. When will that proposal 

be cleared? Will it take two months or six months or one year or two years? 

How much time does the Air India Board require for improving the fleet 

capacity and for implementing the suggestions which the Technical Committee 

has given? Sir, Air India has got a capacity to do a lot of things. 
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THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI SURESH PACHOURI): You have 

already taken 15 minutes.   Please conclude. 

SHRI NARENDRA MOHAN: Sir, give me two minutes more. Air India 

lias got the capacity to really make profit. This capacity needs to be utilized. 

They have got very good training colleges. Why are they not g iv ing training 

to other airlines who want to have it? They have got very good engineering 

infrastructure. Why are they not offering that engineering infrastructure to other 

airlines
0
 They have got commercial capabilities. But they are not utilizing them 

because of their work culture and because of the scare and fear complex 

which has been created in Mumbai. Unless we find a solution to this problem, 

I don't think Air India would succeed in its efforts to make profit. Merely saying 

that since the price of fuel has gone up. Air India has not been able to make 

profit will hold no weight I don't buy this statement. This statement may be 

correct temporarily. But how are we going to improve the basic efficiency of 

an average worker, an average pilot, an average crew member and of an 

average engineer? 

Unless these points are addressed, Air India will not make profits. 

So, I request the hon. Minister to deliberate on it and see to it that the 

management of Air India really goes through a big transformation. There 

should not be just a cosmetic face-lift. A cosmetic face-lift cannot do anything; 

it can never improve the management. The core of it has to be changed. And 

that change will come only when you look at the root of the problem.  Thank 

you, Sir. 
 
 �� ���;< ���=;
��� (���Y/��): >����J�a �ह"&�,�� 7���  ��J�� �� ����	� 
��4	 �	 �� J��� 0�� '��.�� ��  �[� �	 {� 7�z[� ���� ��ह�� ह�� � �ह"&�,�� �ह�	 ��� 
0�� '��.�� �% 1969 �% �*B� /� � �� �� 7� �� 31 [; ह"  0,�ह��-�ह�� 0�� '��.�� �	 t��'$  
���	 ह* �� ! � �2 �̀ ���� ह"�� ह*,�� 0�� '��.�� �" 5"?�� ���	 &���	 0����'F� �� ��4� 
�ह3 ���� ह�� as a point of principle �� '���0 �2 �̀ &2= ह"�� ह* �� ह� 0�� '��.�� �	 ��� 
���� ह� � !�	 /"? �&� �ह�� ���� ��4	 �	 �� ��� �	 /	 �� �� ��4	 �	 �� Z�:8 � @� �� �	 �� 
���	 ��  ���� �	 '� ������% ����	� ���� �ह�� ह�� � 0�� '��.�� �" “�ह�����” 0����'� ����� 
 �� �� “�ह�����”V.; �% 0� ��� ह� � wह&2Y��� �% �" �ह����� ह"�� /�,>���  ��� �� �ह �=� 
 �� �� �" � �� E	� ���� �� 0�� '��.�� �% �*B�� �� ���� ह* �� 7� �	 �ह����� ह"  0 �� 
�ह����� �" �*�	 �z� ����	 ह�,*�	 �z� 7��" �	 ���� 	 � �� �ह  
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����� 7H /	,1995-96 �% 0�� '��.�� �% 1500 ��"? @�0 �� ��-; /� � ���� [W �% घ�$�  �� 
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�ह3 ���� '���  ��0 ? 7� 0� �����*� ���0� �� �" ��n� $�	 >���  ��� {��	 ��� � � ,�� 
7� ��ह�� ह� �� ��n� $�	...�� �"H ��n� $�	 �� &"[ �ह3 ��� �ह� ह��,�� ���	 Z�:8 �	 ��� �ह3 
�� �ह� ह�� ����� �� �ह �ह�� ��ह�� ह�� �� 0� ह	 Z�:8 �" ��& 7� &" !� -!�  � ह� �� 
�*B� &% � �" ,�� ह !��� ह	 ��� �" {��	 ��� � ? '� ��Y$� �" 7��" �&��� �?� � 
,���� �ह �r�z<�� # ���-�<� ह* �� '��% 0� E2 �$�'� 7&�	 �	 7f��� ह� � ��	 � 
�* -2!�	 ���  0,�� E2 �;� ह2H,�	w$  �% �*B�  �� ��� 7  0,�" +�� �ह # ���'-�<� �ह3 
�� ���	 ह� � 7� 0�..	.�" ���'0,���	 �0 7&�	 �" ���0 �� ,�� ��%,>���  ���� �% �� �ह3 
�ह�� � 7� ��ह� ����" �-D ���'0 ����� '���  ��0 E2 �$�'� �����*� ह"�� ���ह0 � ��& 
7� '� ��ह �� ���	 �" �2!� ��Y�r������$	 &% � �" '� # ���'-�<� �% �2���� �� 
�2���� ह"�� ��� ��0 � � ���� &�=� �� �ह�� �	 +�� ह27 ह�,�� �ह �ह3 �ह�� �� �� � 7���  
��� �% +�� ह27 ह� � ��	 u�'�$ ��n� $�	 $�K�"���	 �����*� ��  0.��	 0�..	.$�K�"���	 ��  0 
� ह u�'�. ��Y���������$	 0�..	.�	 �	 ह2H ह�,�	.0�..	.��  0 � '�� u�'�$ ��n� $�	 ह�,'�� 
�	.0�..	.��  0 �� �	��-�	�� ह3 �� ���� Y/�� �� ���� � '� ��ह �� �ह # ���'-�<� �ह3 
�� ���	 ह� � �" �?�-�?� �E �; �&0 ह� ����,���	 �� ����� �� w� ��2� 0����'� �% 275 
ह�,ह���� �ह�� 700 ह�,�� >� .	$�V� �% �ह3 ���� ��ह�� ह�� ,���� ��	 ���/�� �� �ह2� �	 ���% 
���H ह�,�� �� � 0� �	- ����� ��ह�� ह�� �� “+�	��s�” �" �H 0����'� ह�,�" �� �*&� ह2H 
ह�,�ह2� 5"$� �� &�< �	 ह� � �ह2� �r.�; 0!���'� ह� �� �	��-�	�� 7 � �M �ह	 ह� � >�	 �� ह� 
�2 5 �	= �% �� 182 7&�	 ह� >���  ��� C�� 0��n�t$ �% � �� =��	 0� ह	 0�� ��'�� �	 ��� 
����� ��ह�� ह�� �" �� V.; �% �*Y$ ह� >��� !��	 0�� ��'�� �" �K���� �	��0 � �ह 
�K������ ���� �ह�� �� ���	 =��� 0�� ��'�� �% 700 �� 500 ह	 ह� � �" '��� ��� �ह3 
��� � � ! � 7��" V.; �� �*Y$ ���� ह* �" �" V.; �% �*Y$ ह* >��� ��� ���� ��  ��0 �"��� 
�?� � �� ��� ���	 �?� 	 � 7��" �ह �	 &�=�� ह* �� 7���  �ह��  
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�g� �� 7&�	 u��&� ह� � �� ��4	 �ह"&�  �� J��� '� {� 7�z[� ���� ��ह�� ह�� �� 0� 
��E ह���� �2���� ह" �ह� ह� �� &���	 ��E 98 �% ����� 7�E�� /�,>��� u��&� 99 �% �M� ह� 
� 7� �ह �ह� ह% �� ह� F�� 0�"'�$�%$ �ह3 &� �ह� ह� �" �E� �� 7�E��; �* �� �M� ह�? �� �ह �� 
7��" ����.; �	 ��� ��� �ह� ह�� � 7� &��=0, 0�� ��t$	 �% 23 7&�	 /�,!� �M�� 26 ह"  0 
ह� � �&V�	 �	�� Y�*<� C"��,$ ह*.,�$;� �% 30 7&�	 /�,!� 43 ह"  0 ह� � ���� �;  #� 
C"�$D �% 98 �� घ$�� 95 ह"  0 ह* � '��% ��	 ह2H ह� � ��z<�� �.��$;�%$ �% 1202 �� �M�� 
1274 ह"  0 ह� � ��z<�� �.��$;�%$ �% 7���  7&�	 �M� ह�,'��� �2 �̀ =2<	 ह2H ह� ,���� �ह 
7 ���'��<� ��z<�� ह	 ह� �� 7��" u��&� 7&���� �	 7f���� ह" 	 � &���	  {� 
'FE"��<� $*,�"�"�	 �.��$;�%$ �% �ह ��c�� 236 �� �M�� 255 ह"  H ह� � �� �ह ����� ह�� �� 
'FE���<� $*,�"�"�	 'K�"$�$ �.��$;�%$ ह� � ��& '��% 7&�	 �� ह� � �" u��&� 0�E�<0F�	 
�M� 	 � '���0 '��% u��&� 7&���� �	 7f���� �ह3 ह� � '��	����; 360 �� 372 ह"  0 ह� 
�� '���� {� हr� �% 28 �� 29 ह"  0 ह� � E�'��F� 0��>Fs� �% 294 �� 304 ह"  0 ह� ���� 
E�'��F� �� ह" �ह� ह�,$"$� ��� �� ह" �ह	 ह�,�*�� �� 7 �ह� ह�,=�S u��&� �M �ह� ह� �� 
�	 7��� '��% u��&� 7&�	 �M� �&0 ह� � �ह �g� �� �r��� ह�,�ह ��� ���	 ��` �% �ह3 7�	 
ह� � ���� ���"�; .����%$ �% 7&�	 �M��� 7� !��� �.��$;�%$ �" .��� ���� ��ह�� 
ह�,>��" �2 5 ��=��� ��ह�� ह�,,�� ��=��� ��ह�� ह�,�ह ��� ���	 ��` �% �ह3 7�	 ह� � ,���� 
'��% 79 �� �M�� 88 7&�	 ह"  0 ह� �� �z� =��� ह"  H ह* �" �ह �g� �� ���� ���"�; 
ह27 ? �ह ह*. �*� �.��$;�%$ ह* �E� �	 7��� '��% 7&�	 �M� �&0 ह� � ! � 7���  ��� ह�. 
�ह3 ह* �" 7� >Fह3 �% �� ���	 �" ह*. ��� &	��0 � ���� �हF&2Y��� �% ���.�� �z��� �% '��� 
हr:Y�$V� ह� �� �*Y$ � ह ह* >��% 7���  7&�	 �� ���� ह� � 7��" ��� �ह3 ह* �� �" 
�*�.�� �z� �% 7&�	 � � ह20 ह� � .r,$�; �ह3 ह*,� ��H �	 �ह3 � ��� ह� � ! � ���	 �	 
��	�� =��� ह"  H �� �2=�� ह"  �� �" �  ��5�� ह�  �� �g� �� हr:Y�$� �% ���� ह�,�� :Y�� 
��$�� &� &��� ह� �� ह�� ��� ��{ � �ह 7���  �.��$;�%$ ��  �*�.�� �z� �� ��� ह� � '� 
�.��$;�%$ �% �	 43 �	 � ह 1999 �% 0� 7&�	 �� �M� �&��  �� ह� � ��,�"��$	 �% 7&���� 
�	 ��c�� 85 �� �M�� 92 ह"  H ह� �� Y$"� ����� �% 162 �� �M�� 168 ह"  H ह�,$"$� 3356 
�� �M�� 3655 ह"  H ह� � ���	 7���  300 Y$�E ��K��; �M� ह� � 7� �ह�� ह� �� '� �� ��	 �% �" 
�"$��� 7  �� ह� '��" ह� �� �� �ह� ह� �� �ह �� �ह� ह�� *�� �; �; �% &�=�  
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�" �" �; �; �" �� ह20 ह� � 15,395 �� घ$�� 15,000 �ह  0 ह� � �ह�� '��% �	� �g �	 ��	 ह2H ह�  
ह3 300 7�E��; �M� �&0 ह� � �ह �g� �� �*����%$ ह�,'���  ���� �% ���� ���� �?� � � �H +�� 
�.��$;�%$ ह� ����" '� ह�>� �� ह$� &	��0, 7��	 u��&� �E�<0��	 �� ह" 	 � !� �� 7��	 
Y�	� �� ह	 7��  � � �" 7��� '�E"��<� &	 ह�,>� �� 7�� ह�� �� �g�-�g� �	 C"A�K� ह�,�* �� 
�rV ह� � ह�% ����� ह� �ह �� ��	 !^5	 ��ह �� ��� �ह3 �� �ह	 ह�,'��� ��Y�� ���0� �" ���� 
�2 5 ���% 7��" ���H ह� �� Y$�E �% ��� ��ह ��  ?��?��� �� �ह	 ह� � 0� � ह ��=� ह�:  

Reduction in expenditure on outside repairs on aircraft by 

undertaking more in-house repairs. 
 
 �ह�	 ��� �" �ह ह* �� 7��" ����� ह�,�� �	 ������� �K�2��$	 �� 7�� ह��, w�& 	�� 
������� ���� ह�,&2���� �% �"H �	 +�	 �� ��	 �ह3 ह� �" �ह �ह� �� '� ह�>� ������,��ह� �	 
������ �� �Y�� �?� � � +�� ��� &2���� �% �"H  7 ���'��<� �ह3 �� ���	 �  
 
 0�� '��.�� ��  �"  7��� �ह �ह� ह� �� 7���  �2�ह �� ��z����%$ �% �ह�� �ह� ह� � 
,�� �ह ���� wह&2Y��� �" ��z����%$ ��  �� ��� �'. ���� �ह3 ह�? '�-ह�>� ������ ��ह� ��  
������ �� �Y�� �?� � +�� � ��	 ह27 ह* �� � ��	 ह" � � 7� '� �[� �% ���� ��%,��� 
� �0� �� 7���  �2�ह �� +�	 ��� ,�� �ह��H  H ?  
 
 0� �� ��� ����� ��ह�� ह�� �� several posts of India officers abroad have been 
abolished. >����J�a �	 �� '���0 0�"��< ह20 ह� ...($��%��) &"-��� ���$ �� &� 
&	��0,7� &��� ��ह% �" >����J�a �	,,���� 7� ����� ह� �� �� ` ?� �ह3 �� ���� �  
 
 �� ������ ��>�: 7��� �"H �	 ` ?� �ह3 �� ���� �  
 
 �� ���;< ���=;
���: 7��� �g�� �&�� '���0 ��� &�� �� �"Y$ '���0 0�"��< ह2H 
,���� ह�� 7��� 0�� n�t$ �� ��� ह"  0 ह� � ह�� 0�� n�t$ ���� ह	 �ह3 /� '���0 7��� 
0�"��< �� �&�� � ह�� ��  #�E� �� ह"  0 � +�� 0�"��< ���� �� ,�� �हL ह�? 0�"��< 
ह�� ���� �ह�� u��&� 7&�	 ह� � ह�� �� ���� �" '��� ��� �	 0�E�<���	 
�M�	,��Y��������$	 �M�	 � ,���� �'� �����*� ��ह� �� 7�=� �� ह�� �� '<��� �� �&�� ह* 
'���0 �� �V&	-�V&	 �� � I�'�s� �"� &��� ह�� � 7��� '��% �ह3 �	 "V�%�	 ��$����%$ 
Y�	�,(	.7�.0�.) �ह3 �=	 ह� � ���� [W �% 7��� 	.7�.0�.�	 �"H Y�	� �ह3 � �H �� 
'� Y$�$�%$ �% ��=� ह� shorter working 
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Week scheme or Leave without pay Allowance �% ���	 �� ��� � �ह3 ह� � �"H ��� �� ��� �ह3 
ह* ,���� �?	 �.E� :,$ Y�	� ह� � �ह �ह2� �@�	 ��� ह* � �" ������ Y�* � ���	 �� �	 �% E* �� 
>��� �ह2� &2= ह27 ,��ह� �" ����� /	 � �� 7��" ����� ��ह�� ह�� �� �* ��� �*$ Y�* � ������ 
Y�* � �� �	 =��� Y�* � ह� � '� ���� �% 7� �2 5 �	��0 �/� �" ��Y������ ह� >���  ! %Y$ +,<� 
�	��0 � �ह �* �� ह" ���� ह* �� 110 ��"? �� 103 ��"? @��� �	 �*�V$	 7� >Fह% &� �ह� ह� � 
����� ह� ��� ����� ह�,ह ��� �ह3 ���� �" ह� >��� �*�V$	 ���� ह� � +�� �" ��	 �ह3 ह27 
�� ह� �����,$ �% ����� ��� �� �ह� ह�,��Fह% ������ &� �ह� ह� >Fह% �27�� �	 ह�% ह	 &��� ह� � �ह 
�����,$,�	 � 0X	�%$ 7��� �* �� ����� ? �g� ��K��&�� ह� '� ��ह �� �	 � 0X	�%$ ����� ��  
��0 ? ,�� �* ��� �*$ ��  !��� �� �"H &���	 �� ��	 �हF&2Y��� �% !����� �ह3 /	 �" ह�% +�	 
�� ��	 �� '� ��ह �� 0X	�%$ ����� �?� ? 0,�	,��<� ��  ���� �% 7��� �2 5 �ह3 �ह� � 7� 
>���  ���� �% �2 5 ��� &% � .��0 �� � ���� �2�� ह* �� �"  .��� ह� 0,�	,��<� ��% � � &� ��� 
��& �	.�	.7H.'�,���	 ह" ��0 	 � 7� �" �?� {��Y$ ��4	 ���� ���� ह� � �� �� 7� ��4	 ह� 
�V&	 �� 0,��� �� �	��0 ����� '� �� ��	 �� ��� ह" ��0 � �ह3 �" ��& �% �"H �%� ह"  �� 
�" ह .��� �ह� � �� ��� �ह3 ह" � � >��% &�< �� �2���� ह" � � 7� {���	,�������%$�	 
0,��� �	��0 � ह� �� �"  7���  ��/ ह� � �"H �&,�� �ह3 ह� #t$� 7� '�� ����� 
ह�,����� ���� �?� �, ���	 � ���	 �" �" ���� ह	 �?� � ...(��� �� घ���)....>����J�a 
�ह"&�,�� �V&	 �"� �ह� ह�� � z�� 0$����$� ��  ���� �% �" � �� ����� ����� >��% �"  �M ��� 
ह� �� ह 7��" ����� ��ह�� ह�� �� z�� 0$����$� �� �ह2� ,����	 ह���� ��/ 0� 0X	�%$ 
���� � w� ��2� 0����'�� �� z�� 0$����$� �" =�	& ���� � ��� 0����'�� �" 7� &�� 
�=�� ��ह�� /� ह z�� 0$����$� @$ �� 7� �� ह�	 ह"�� ��	 ह� � 7� '� ��� �� J��� �=% 
� ��& 7� J��� �ह3 �=% � �" w� ��2� 0����'�� �	 ��:V��� ह" ��0 	 �  
 
 �� 0�-&" ���% �� ����� ��ह�� ह�� � ����� ��  ��0 7��� #E	��; �" 1+1 �	 �2��� 
&	 � ,�� �ह ��z<�� �.�	�� ह� ? ��& �ह ��z<�� �.�	�� ह� �" ���" &	��0 � ��& �ह3 
ह* �" �ह �.�	�� ,�� ����  �� ? ,�� �ह ���	 �" {���'� ���� ��  ��0 ���� ह* �� '���0 
���� ह* �� '��	 =��� �z� ह"  H ह* �� ह���� #E	��; �	 '��% �ह3 ���� ��ह�� ? �ह ��� 
�ह	 ह* �� �" ह���� 0�� '��.�� ��  ����$ ह�,>���  ���� �% �� u��&� ���	-�g?	 ��� �ह3 ���� 
��ह�� �� ����� @��� ���� ह�,,�� ������ ह�,�� ���% ���� �ह3 ह� ����� �ह ��� �ह	 ह* �� � 
!��� ह"$� �% Bह��� �ह3  
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��ह��,'�$�����$�%$� �% Bह��� ��ह�� ह� � �" 7���  �*����; ह� �" �*�� &��� ह�,>��" 7� >� 
ह"$�� �% Bह���� ह� ����% ��ह� घ���� ह�,����% =��� =��� ����� ह* � *�� �	 ���� 7��� �ह�� �	 
!�2�"� ���� /� �� �*�%�� �	 ��Y$ �� 7� &���� �" �:A�.	 �� &	��0 ��ह� ह 7��� !��� 
ह	 �.��$;�%$ ह",��ह� ह"$� ����"��<� ह",��ह� !<"�� ह"$� ह" �� ��ह� �"H �	 �.��$;�%$ ह" � 
7��" &�=�� �ह ह* �� 7��� �*�%�� ����� =2< ह"�� ह* � '���  ��0 7� >��" =��� !^5� 
&	��0,�z� !^&	 &	��0,�E�H �� &	��0 � '� ���� �% CE2 � ��H �� ���	 ��� 0�-&" ��$�� �% 
�ह &	 ह� � !���� &" ��$�� �% CE2 � ��H �� �" �ह� ह* ! � >��� !�2��P ��% �" 0�� '��.�� 
��� �� ���� >uu� ह" ��0 � �  
 
 !� &��=0 �� �����$ �� ,�� ह�� ह* � !�	 ���� �" �M� >��� ���� �� <�; �� �	�� ह" 
 �� � 0� �*�%�� �� ह �	 ��.	 �*����,0� ��*� �" �&V�	 ह�� ���  t��'$ �� 7 �ह	 /	,>��� 
���	<� �	 �� &���	 �	$ �� �*B  H � ����� >��" ह�� �� >B� �&��  �� � �����$ �� �ह� �� 
�ह �	$ ���	 ह� �" >� ��� घ�� �ह� /� � �ह�� �" ���	 �	 �*�%�� �" >B��� �ह3 ���ह0 �� �E� 
��.	 �*�%�� �" >B���  �� � ह ��.	 �*�%�� 5-6 घ�$� �����$ �	 � � �% ह	 �*��� �% =?	 �ह	 � 
�ह 7��" ����� ह" � � ह =?	 =?	 �ह�� �� 7H � �ह ��,�2��$	 ��Y� ह�� ह� �"  �� �	$ 
�� �*B�� ह� �" ह� �*V$ ������ ह� � �� ����� ��ह�� ह�� �� ,�� >� ��ह�� �" =?� =?� �*V$ ����� 
 �� /� ? +�� ,�� ह27 '���  ���� �% 7��" ��� &��� ���ह0 � +�� Z�ह�� �*�%�� ��  ��/ �ह3 
ह"�� ���ह0 �ह3 �" 7���  0�� '��.�� �� ������ ��	 ���� ��� �ह3 ह� �  
 
 �� �ह2� �V&	 !��	 ��� �"� �ह� ह�� � �	w�  �%,�ह �" ह��	 ���� ह�,�*�� �� !�	 
ह���� CE2 � �	 �� �ह�,�� >��" ���	$ �ह3 �@�  � �� �ह�� �� '� ���� �% ��Y$ ��<� �% 
�.��<� �	 ह" �2�� ह* �� 0�� '��.�� ह����� �� ���;� ��$ �� u��&� ���; ���� ह* �� �E� �	 
�2���� >B��� ह� � �ह �g� �	 0�����	 ह* �ह �2 �̀ �" ��` �% �ह3 7�� � 7� ह����� �" �"��� 
ह� �� ह� 7��" �:A�.	 &� �ह� ह�,���� &�< �� �ह�� ह� �� �:A�.	 &� �ह� ह*,>��� u��&� ���; ���� 
ह� �� 0�� '��.�� �2���� �	 ���� ह* �� �� >��" u��&� C��E$ ह"�� ���ह0 � *�� ह	 �� �� �� 
�"  VE ��  ��0 t��'$ ह� 0� ��ह �� ह 7��� �"�"��	 ��,$� ह� � >� ��,$� �% 7� �ह2� 
u��&� ���; ���� ह� � �� ���"�	$� �� �*�%�� �" ��$ ह"�� ���ह0,&���	 � ह �" ��$ ह� ! � 
>��� �� ���� ��% � �" 7� &�=% � �� 20-25 ���%$ u��&� ���; ���� ह� ,���� ह�� �� 7��	 
�"�"��	 ह� � '�	 C��� �� 	.7H.�	.���%$ �� �� u��&� �ह3 �"��� ��ह�� � '� ���� �% �� �� � 
'��� ह	 �ह�� ��ह�� ह�� �� ह���� C�'� ����Y$� ��  ��/ '� ��ह �"  �" 0� �	��  
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��&� �*�%�� ��  ��/ ,�� ह"�� ह" �,7z.��	 �*�%�� ��  ��/ ,�� Z�ह�� ह"�� ह" � �  C�'� 
����Y$� �� t��'$ �% =��� �ह3 =��� �� >Fह��� �ह� �� �ह =��� ह���� ���� �ह3 ह* � 
C�����4	 �*�� 	.7H.�	.t��'$ �% �ह :Y/�� ह* �" &���� �*�%��; ��  ��/ ,�� ह" � ? �ह �*��� 
���	 � ह� �� 5�� ����� >� �*��� �� 7��	 ��E ��,7���  �*����%$ �	 ��E �� �� ��4	 �	 
7��	 ��E �� �"H Y$�$�%$ �ह3 7�� �� �ह ���  �� ह* �� �ह	 ह� � ��& �ह	 ह� �" �ह <��� 
ह�% ह" �ह	 ह� �� ! � C�'� ����Y$� ��  ��/ +�� ह" �ह� ह� �" �* �� ह� �" � �" �ह ���� 
ह�,�हF&2Y��� ��  �" � �" �ह ���� ह� �� 7� 0�� '��.�� �% ��'0 � ....(��� �� घ���)....0� 
��$%� �"� &�� �  
 
 �� 7��" ���� �ह� ह��,�� 7��" �z�  &� �ह� ह��  �� '��" �&�% � �2 �̀ �"H 7�:O 
�ह3 ह�,7� �	.0�.0-.�" �&����,�* �� ������%$ �	����,+�� �ह3 ह" �� 0 �	 � ह �	 7 
��0,=��	 ��� �&� ��0,0�� '��.�� �� �*�� .���� ��0 �� �z� �% �"H '�C��%$ �ह3 ह" � 
>����J�a �ह"&�,7��� �ह2� �ह2� �F��&,7��� �2 �̀ �"��� �� �g�� �&�� � ��E	 ��ह�� ह�� 
�2 5 &��	 u��&� �� &	 �  

SHRI M.P.A. SAMAD SAMADANI (Kerala): Sir, I thank you for this 

opportunity. Mr. Sanjay Nirupum and other hon. Members who participated in 

this discussion have actually drawn the attention of this august House, the 

Government and the Minister to a very important problem that has to be solved 

at the earliest. Sir, Air India which has become a mess is a very good example 

of how we destroy our public property and how we contribute to 

mismanagement. Sir. many of the dimensions of this serious issue have 

already been discussed here. I would like to emphasise a few other points. 

The most important point is regarding the customer's position. I do not know 

why Air India even now is not able to recognise the position and the rights of a 

customer. Nowadays customer consciousness is getting stronger and 

stronger worldwide. There is a wide range of education going on regarding 

customer awareness. Unfortunately, the way in which Air India is behaving 

towards its own passengers, towards its own customers is pitiable. Here in this 

discussion various hon. Members have already referred to that kind of 

behaviour which was there towards the passengers. Sir, some hon. Members 

were referring to the claim of Air India that it was able to solve many crisis and 

it was carrying WIPs and so on. Sir, so far as a crisis and its management are 

concerned, as a national carrier it is the duty of Air India. So. it cannot be 

considered as a merit. They have to do it because that is their responsibility.     

But, regarding Haj 
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pilgrims their claim is false and it has already been stated here. A very good 

example in this regard is the recent Haj pilgrimage. There were so many 

Press reports about it. The Haj pilgrims were stranded at Jeddah Airport for 

days. The behaviour of Air India was very harsh. Every pilgrim who returned 

from Saudi Arabia was narrating this story, a story of humiliation that he had 

experienced at the hands of Air India. If after such behaviour they are making 

false claims, it cannot be justified. Sir, another thing that I want to emphasise- 

here is with regard to the fate of the Gulf passengers because of the 

monopoly of Air India. 

[THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI ADHIK SHIRODKAR) in the Chair] 

Shri Rajagopalji who is a Minister from Kerala is also here. He and 

many other Members know that we have three airports, Calicut, Cochin and 

Trivandrum. Mr. Minister, you should take a concrete stand and action for 

solving the problems of the Gulf passengers. 

We have been repeating this for so many years. But, so far nothing 

has been done. Sir, the fare rate is very high which is not justified. Whenever 

Members of Parliament both from the Rajya Sabha and from the Lok Sabha, 

and other social and political workers draw the attention of Air India to this, 

they say that IATA is fixing the rate and Air India is not responsible for that. 

Sir, as far as we know, always it so happens that IATA only accepts the 

suggestions made by Air India. So, basically, Air India is responsible and the 

fare is very high. There are so many other international airlines which are 

ready to operate to our destinations in Kerala but Air India is not allowing 

them. There are just putting hurdles. They claim that it is only they who have 

the monopoly on these routes to do business. The other thing is, instead of 

minimising the fare, they are making it high. The point which 1 wanted to 

emphasize here is, passengers to Gulf are a rare phenomenon in this country. 

Most of them are not educated. They are very poor. They go abroad for some 

kind of a job in Gulf, by selling their ornaments and property. Air India is 

exploiting such poor people, who are not literate, in a very cruel manner. The 

fare is very high. And, even after making so many demands, they are not 

ready to do anything in this regard. Another point is, on so many occasions, 

these Gulf passengers are put to trouble. Air India changes its route without 

giving any advance information to the passengers. Even, sometimes, the 

flights take off without passengers.   Sometimes the passengers are on the 

waiting list. 
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Air India people will say that seats are not available and the flight is full. And 

yet. the flight will take off with only a few passengers on board. I do not know 

what the technicality behind this is? There are so many instances. The flight, 

sometimes, takes off with empty seats without clearing the waiting list. 

Sometimes, what they do with regard to the Gulf passengers is. they lift the 

Gulf passengers from Dubai or Abu Dhabi to Cochin or Calicut but they re-

route the flight, drop them in some other destination and from there they 

arrange buses and ask the passengers to go by bus. Such kind of 

phenomenon, which cannot be justified by any international norms, is followed 

by Air India in dealing with the Gulf passengers. Sir. Shri Sharad Yadavji. the 

hon. Minister, is present in this House. I do not want to repeat the points which 

have already been referred to by other hon. Members. The attitude of Air 

India towards Gulf passengers is very harsh and they are being exploited, 

especially with regard to fare. We are in need of more flights. especially at all 

the three airports - Calicut. Cochin and Trivandrum - in Kerala. Sir. Calicut is a 

thickly populated city. Here, the people are very much related with the Gulf 

countries. I request the hon. Minister, while replying, to please help these Gulf 

passengers who are facing a lot of problems because of the policies of Air 

India. 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI ADHIK SHIRODKAR): I have before 

me seven names. It will take quite some time. At 4 o' clock, there is a 

statement by the Minister of Defence. May I request the Members not to 

repeat the points, if they can, and be precise, concise and yet lucid? Now. Mr. 

Margabandu. 

SHRI R. MARGABANDU: Mr. Vice-Chairman, Sir, the statement made 

by the Minister in the morning shows that Air India is running in profit. As per 

the statement, from 1994-99, the total loss comes to Rs. 1.056 crores. I do not 

know as to how this Government is going to compensate this and how are 

they going to retrieve from these losses. It is also said that for 26 aircraft, the 

staff strength is 17,848. That means, there are nearly 700 workers per aircraft. 

To reduce this, several measures have also been taken. The age of 

retirement has been reduced from 60 years to 58 years and the voluntary 

retirement scheme is going to be introduced. I think, these types of relief from 

the Government may not help them much. As a matter of fact, I can quote one 

instance. Sir, the charge of the Egyptian Airways for Delhi-Cairo-Delhi is Rs. 

29,000/-. When I enquired from Air India, I was informed that Air India charges 

for the same route Rs. 
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42,000/-.   So, Rs 13,000 had been charged in excess.    The private airlines are 

running at a   profit and Air India is running at a loss, inspite of the fact that they 

are charging more. It seems that they are charging the highest rate.   When the 

private airlines are running at a  profit, what has made the Air India run at a loss, 

in spite of its charging a higher rate? There is some problem in its management, 

about which many Members have spoken. Shri Narendra Mohan mentioned that a 

pilot in Air India is getting five lakhs of rupees. I think it is five times more than 

what even the President of India is getting. So much of salary is given, but there is 

no utility at all. Just for 26 aircraft, so many people are working, with the highest 

rate of salary and so on! Do you think this institution can survive? No amount of 

rectification in its management can nuke it survive. It has been rightly 

mentioned that there should be proper management and they should operate 

profitably and. if possible, with lower rates. Only then it can survive.   Otherwise, it is 

of no use at all. Sir, one day, I travelled  from Bombay.   It was 12.30 in the 

night. The plane was almost empty. There were only a few passengers. 

Despite this, they were running the flight. Of course, they were taking care of the 

passengers. but the plane was flying empty, with so much money ,being paid 

to the crew and others. Then, how do we expect Air India to survive? So. Air 

India requires proper management, reduction in salaries of the staff and other 

things. I would like to know on what basis these employees had been appointed. 

Seven hundred workers are needed for a flight. Is it necessary ? Has the 

Government thought of reducing the staff strength? Who is responsible for it? 

Under such circumstances, how long is Air India going to fly? Will it be profitable 

for the Government? Or, like other things which the BJP Government is 

privatising, are they privatising Air India also?  I expect answers to these points 

from the Government. 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI ADHIK SHIRODKAR): Mr. Margabandu, 

you have raised a point which, I believe, nobody else has raised earlier. The 

wage-structure of the employees of Air India vis-a-vis the employees of other 

similarly placed airlines, will be a matter of great enlightenment.  Now. Shri 

Suresh A. Keswani.  You have got five minutes. 

SHRI SURESH A. KESWANI (Maharashtra): Thank you. Sir, for giving 

me time to call the attention of the hon. Minister to the plight of Air India. I am first 

going to refer to the statement of the Minister in which he says that the losses 

are due to increase in expenditure on account of interest and  depreciation  of 

new   aircraft,  reduction  in yields  due to  increased 
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discounting in the market and cost of operations, increase in wage bill and 

other staff costs, landing handling, navigational charges, depreciation of rupee 

value, etc Sir. you will readily agree, if a sick patient goes to a doctor and the 

sickness is diagnosed wrongly, the doctor is unlikely to be able to give the right 

medicine to correct the illness. If this House is given information which is 

designed to mislead it, which take us in the wrong direction, then we are 

unlikely to find a solution. 

Speaker after speaker, from the morning till this afternoon, have all 

pointed out fingers in the directions other than what the hon. Minister has 

pointed out over here. Sir, Air India, as somebody has pointed out, was one of 

the prized possessions of this country. Let us first analyse what is an airline 

business. Basically, airlines business is a service-oriented business where the 

quality of service determines the quality of the product. When you have a very 

high quality of service, you have a very high quality of product. Our strongest 

point in history has been a very high quality of service throughout the world. 

How, did this quality of the product go down? This is where the genesis of the 

problem lies. How did this product quality go down? Is it that we do not have 

brand new aircraft? We have the Minister on record saying that the losses are 

due to the new aircraft on which we have not been able to recover interest and 

depreciation. So, it is not the aircraft quality which is responsible for where we 

are in Air India. What is the problem with Air India? Sir, I am reminded of a 

story that a father was very much perturbed about his son not doing well in his 

exams, not studying and having a lot of problems He appointed some 

consultants. They said. "Please buy him a computer". Somebody said. 

"Please buy him some good writing instruments." Somebody said, "Create a 

right kind of environment, that means, have chair, table etc.." Somebody said, 

"Give him an airconditioner and put some nice ambience, paintings, 

photographs, etc. in his room so that the child will have a right kind of 

environment." Nobody pointed out that the basic defect with the child was that 

his application was not there and he was not studying. Sir, we have, time and 

again, for the last four or five years - during the time it has been making 

tosses -- been continuously talking about Air India. I have been on the Civil 

Aviation Consultative Committee since last four years. Every time this issue is 

being discussed. Everybody knows what the problem is. But nobody wants to 

do anything in this direction. Sir. through you, I wish to submit that one can 

wake up a man who is sleeping, but can on wake up a man who is 
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pretending to be asleep? Does this House mean to understand that our hon. 

Minister, hon. Civil Aviation Secretary, hon. Minister of State for Civil Aviation 

do not know, or, are not seized of the problem. They are. What are the 

issues? I would like to take some time of the House because these are the 

issues which must be brought before the nation, if we have to find a long-term 

solution of this problem. If you start ringing the bell, this nation will be deprived 

of some vital information which I want to share with you, Sir. 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI ADHIK SHIRODKAR). Mr. Keswani, 

you must remember that I am bound by the constraints of time. 

SHRI SURESH A. KESWANI ; Sir, I fully appreciate your problem, but 

you know, as even body has been seeking your mercy, I am doing it twice 

because I belong to your city. Now, the real reason relates to the policy. As I 

have already said. "Tree dries from the top." It is the policy of the Government 

which must decide where we are going. Somebody makes an appointment of 

the Minister of Civil Aviation. The same authority makes an appointment of the 

Civil Aviation Secretary and the very same authority appoints the Joint 

Secretary, Civil Aviation. They create various hurdles, f he same authority 

appoints the Managing Director of Air India inspite of continuous allegations 

against him for misdemeanour. That person manages to get appointed as 

Managing Director. What do we do? How does this nation respond to a 

situation like that? The second problem is that the product quality that I was 

talking about, is basically the function of the company. The company, in its 

wisdom, decides to play on with the schedules which have nothing to do with 

the profitability. The schedules of the flights, the on-time performance of the 

flights and the planning involved are the issues which definitely affect the 

profitability of a company. When you have a company where a person who is 

in charge of planning, takes some decisions, on the basis of which, lease 

agreements are signed, that person continues to get promotions, and. finally, 

after serving thirty years in one department, comes to head that department, 

how do you respond to this situation? This cannot happen by accident. This 

cannot happen by any other method but by design and, naturally, the intention 

of the Government behind it. 

Sir, as we know very well. Air India has been subjected to plunder. 

There are empires within empires, wheels within wheels.   Everybody has 
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created his own small, little empire over there. In the company parlance, we 
know that whenever there is a misdemeanour of corruption, it is described in 
three different categories. One is ����" ह� �ह�� ह� &�� �� I���� �  There were 

Managing Directors in Air India, who were known for wrong practices, but the 
company was making money. So, it was definitely a method of having, what I 
call. &�� �� I���� �  There were others of the second category, who were having 

something that they desired, whether the company was making money or not, 
which I call, ���	 �� I���� �  There is a third category today, people who, in order 

to make one rupee for themselves, would make Air India lose ten rupees. This 
is ����" �� �ह�� =�� �� I���� � uflerM  Air India is being subjected to the last 

category today. 
 
 ?�@�A�B (�� �
%� 
��;8��): ��,$�H� �� I���� �� �2�� ह� �  

SHRI SURESH A. KESWANI: Sir. we have mentioned here about 

pilots being given charge to head this Corporation. They are ending up with 

PLl agreements which result in losses of crores of rupees. The whole 

Government was sitting there. Nobody was willing to take cognizance of this 

fact, lor the smallest of a pin which has to be purchased in Air India, the 

matters have to go right up to the top. There is a Finance man sitting in the 

Ministry of Civil Aviation. What happened? How did this happen? This did not 

happen by accident. People like me were sitting on the Board. I opposed the 

PLI agreement, but 1 was brushed aside. The Chairman said, "I have 

received instructions right from the top. This has to be cleared. I have cleared 

it. So, please give me the post-facto approval." If the PM's House runs Air 

India or if the Minister starts running Air India or if the Civil Aviation Secretary 

starts running Air India, and if anything happens, they must be held 

accountable, and they must be answerable to this House. 

In the Consultative Committee, I have suggested that the Minister 

must agree to the appointment of a Parliamentary Committee to probe 

indepth into how Air India has come to this state and that no guilty person 

must go unpunished. 

Thank you. Sir. 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI ADHIK SHIRODKAR): Thank you, Mr. 

Keswani. 

Mr. C.P.Thirunavukkarasu not present. Mr. Jibon Roy not present. 
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Mr. Rajeev Shukla. 
 
 7� �ह�� �"� �2��  ह� � �ह 7��	 ��.� Y�	� �ह3 ह� � '���0 , � �	 ���F&	 ह��  
 
 �� ��*�� �!C ��(>O� C&�<): ��,�� 8 �	 ���F&	 ����� � ,���� �ह ��w�  
!$�<� �"<� ह�,�ह �"H �.��$ �ह3 ह� � '���0 �� !��	 ��� ��a�� �% �=�� � � >����J�a 
�ह"&�,�� �2�ह �� 0�� '��.�� �	 �ह� �" �2� �ह� ह�� ����" ���� ��@�� �	 �� <2@ ���� ह� � 
�2 �̀ '��% �	� ��Y��0� � �	 ह� �0� Y���*Y$ t�	$,&���� '�.:Y��� ����<� �� �	��	 
����� � � �� w� ��2� 0����'F� �	 Y/���� ह2H /	 �" >���  ����*� �� '�" ��<� �� !��	 
Y�	� �% �ह� /� �� >��� ��'E $�'� ¨	� �ह ह" � �� 0��'��.�� �	 ��ह w� ��2� 0����'F� 
�� ��0 �  7� ह��� �ह ह* �� w� ��2� 0����'F� ��  ��� 100 �� u��&� 0��n�t$ ह� �� 
0��'��.�� ��  ��� ��E;  28 0��n�t$ ह� � 28 �	 ��c�� 7� ����Y$� ��ह� �� ��=�� &	 ह� � 
...($��%��).... 
 
 ������ ��>�: 26 0��n�t$ ह� �  
 
 �� ��*�� �!C ��: ! � 26 ह� �" &" �� �� ह"  0 � &" 0��n�t$ ��	 ��	 
		7H�	 �% ��� ���� ह� �� �"H ���� ह* �" �E� 24 0��n�t$ �ह ���� ह� � �?�-�?� &�<� ��  
��ह�� �� &�=� ��0 �" ���� 5"$� t�	$ 0��'��.�� �� ह� � �"H �	 0����'F� �� �� ����� 
�ह3 ह" ���	 �� �� ��>���  ��� ��SI� ��c�� �% ह�H �ह�� � ह� � �ह �� ����� ह� � '���  
���� �% 7� ����	 �"�<< �� �	��0 � ��ह� '��� C�'�$�'��<� ह" �� ��ह� �.�'F�Y$��$ ह" 
�� � ह�,��ह� '��" ����� �����,�ह �� �� �K� �ह3 ह" � �� �� �� '��% �ह��� �	 
��c�� �ह3 �M�H ���	 ह� � '� ��� 0��'��.�� �% �� �� �� 50 �ह�� ���� �?% � � ! �  ����� 
�.�'F�Y$��$ '��% �ह3 ���	 ह* �" >�� �ह '�f�"� ���� ���ह�� �� '��" ����� E©. 
0����� ����� ��0 � �ह ���	 �	 ��	��  �� ����� ��0 ����� �� �ह�� =�	&� �� ��%  � '���  
��0 ��ह� ह� ��� 0� �ह�� =�	&� ��0,��ह� ���	 �	 ��	��  �� '��" ��� ��0 � ! � ����� 
��  ��� �� �ह3 ह* �" �E� ��:f�� @� �� �.�'F�Y$�%$ ह	 0� ��	�� ह� �����  ���0 �� �ह�� 
���� �� ���� ह� � '� �� E* ��� ����	� ��4	 �	 �" ���� ह�,����� �" ���� ह� � ! � ह 
0��n�t$ ��  ��0 �� �2ह*�� ��� ���	 ह* �" �E� �"H �@�� C�'�$�'��<� �	 �� 
�.�'F�Y$�%$ �	 �ह3 ह* � ! � ह	 �ह3 ��� ���	 ह* �" �E� >Fह% ��:f�� @� �� �ह ���; 
���� ���ह0 �  
 
 &���	 ��� '��.:Y��� ����<F� �	 ह� � 1994 ��  ��& ����� 0X	�%$ 0��  
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'��.�� ��  !�&� ह20 ह� � '��	����; ��  ��/,�����s� ��  ��/ �� &���� ��;������ ��  ��/ � '��� 
��	�� �ह ह27 ह* �� ���� ��� 4 ह��� ��"? �� �M�� 8 ह��� ��"? @��� ह"  �� ह* � 
C".:,$�$	 �	�� ��	  H,t�	$ �� ह"�� ���  �� �� C��E$ �	�� ह"�� ���  �� ���	 घ�$� 
�M�� ���  �� � �ह�� �" ��E"���� w�  C�"<� /�,�*��$ ��  ����� �� C�"<� ह"�� /�,>���  
��& >Fह��� 0� ���� C�"<� �����	 � � &	 ������ ���� ह� 0� �" !��� 7� C�"<� ��� 
���� /� � '���  !��� �� ��`�� ह�� �� 0�� '��.�� �� '��.�� 0����'�� &"�� ��  ��� ���� 
u��&� ��K�.; �����$ ह�,�� ��ह� Y��'� �� ��� ����,�� ��ह� *�� �ह�� ����� � �2 �̀ ��& ह* �� 
��  2��� ��	 7-�& ����Y$� /�,�" 7 ��� �2K�H �� �&V�	 �ह�� 7�� /� �" ह 20 ���$ �� 
�&V�	 ��  ��� घ���� �ह�� /� � >���  ���� �% >Fह��� =2& ��� ���� �" >��" '��� ���P ��� 
��� �� �"H �	� !��>F� ����� /� ����	 �ह �� 15-20 ���$ �� ह ��� घ���� �ह�� 
/� � � �	� !��>F� �	 �ह �� 50 ह���,0� ��= @��� �� t��� ��S& ���� /� � ���� u��&� 
��K�.; �����$ ह���� '��.� 0����'F� �� 0�� '��.�� ��  ह� � '���  !��� �" ��E"���� w�,. 
'��%�$ ह�,'Fह��� �*�� �	0�7H �	 ��� �ह3 ह*,'Fह��� '��" !�"� ���� /� �� .�M �g �� &" 
�g ��"? @��� �� 0�� '��.�� �� '� �� =�; ह" �ह� ह� � '��% ��. ������ �� �2��:V�� 
��@�� �	 �ह�� �� �*B� ह�,� >���  ���� �	 ह�,����� >��	  ��	 �� >��	 �	 ����� ह�� �� ��. 
������ �	 '��	 ह	 ���������� ह� ����	 �� �*����%$ ह* ��  �;�%$ ह* �� A���"n� �	 �" �ह� �� 
�ह� ह� �  
 
 �	��	 �	� ����� � �	 ह� �  �;�%$ #E '��.�� �% '���  ���� �% �2 5 �" � �� &�� Y� 
�� �ह ��� >B�H ह� � �	0�0 �����  ��� ह* ह �" �2��E� ��� �ह� ह�,>��" �" ���&Y� C"�E$ 
ह" �ह� ह* �� 0�� '��.�� घ�$� �% �� �ह	 ह�,�ह �* �� ह" ���� ह�? 7 ;��'��<� घ�$� �% ��0 �� 
�E� >���  �" 0�%s� ह� >���  ��� 100-100 ��"? @��� 7 ��0 �ह �* �� �r���� ह� ? ���� c��� 
�� �" �	0�0 ��� ��ह �� �� �ह	 ह�,>��	 �" E� ,<w�  ह�,,�� >��� ��f�� ह� '��	 �	 ���� 
ह"�	 ���ह0 � ! � '� ���'s� �" ����� !��� J��� �% �� ���  ���	 �ह�� =�	&��,t�	$ �" 
�M��� � >���  ��0 ! � �*�� �� '��-�� �� ��%  �" !^5� ह� � &����,! � ह C�"<� �r���	- 
�% �&�� �� ��% -ह������ >���  ��0 ��. ������ �� 7��" �?�H �?�	 �?� 	 �� �	��� 
���E��� �"�� �� ���  ��	 0�� '��.�� ���� ह" ���� ह* ��� �2 �̀ �ह3 � �� ह* �� �ह 
���� ह" ��0 � �� �	��-�	�� �*�� ���	 @s� �� Er��� 0����'�� 7�	 �� �ह	 ह�,'� �� �	 
7 ��0� 	 � ���� @s� �� �ह2� �"$��<�� ह� ����� ह� ��� �ह3 �� �ह� ह� � ��F��,�2 �̀ ��a�� �% 
'��	 ह	 ��� �ह�	 /	 � �F��& �  
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 �� *��� ���(�:f�� �� ��): �ह"&�,!=��� �% �" =�� 7�	 ह�,! � ह B	� ह� �" 
���� �ह�� �� 7��" ���H &��� ह�� �� 7��� �ह �ह� ह*  �� 25 C��<� �� u ���&� �.�'�*Y$�%$ 
7� �ह3 ���� &% � � ���	 7��� !�	� ह* �� 7� '� �� .$� ��ह0 � �" �.�'�*Y$�%$ 
ह" �,>��	 *V�� �	, >��� C�'� �	-0�� '��.�� �	 ':,$	 �ह2� �� ह�,�*�" ह� ����� +��$ 
*V�� �ह2� u��&� ह*,15 ह��� ��"? �� u��&� ह�,':,$	 �ह2� �� ह� � '�	��0 �� �ह�� ��ह�� ह�� 
�� ���$ +��$ *V�� �" ह" 	-! � �.�'�*Y$�%$ 25 C��<� �	 ह" � �" �	 +��$ *V�� ��  �ह��� 
�� �.�'�*Y$�%$ ह"�� ���ह0 � &���� �� �ह�� ��ह�� ह�� �� 0�� '��.�� �" ���� u��&� घ�$� 
1995-96�� 1996-97 �% ह27 � >� ��� t��� �� C�'� ���� �� /�,t��� �� C�'� �� ह"�� 
ह20 �	 घ�$� �* �� ह27 ? 0� �ह���� >� 8 �*��w�  .���*,$� /�,7� >��	 'F,���	 
���'0 �� ! � 'F,���	 ��  ��& �2 5 ��� ��� �" >���  +��s� �	 ���� �	 ���'0 � >���  
��� ,�$;� /� ��F�2 ,�$;� ह"�� ह20 �	 ह E�' Y$�� ह"$� �%,��� ह"$� �% Bह��� /� � +�	 
'�Er��<� ह���� ��� ह* � >���  ���� �% 'F,���	 ����  >���  �=��E +,<� �	��0 � 
�	���,C�'� �.E�%�<�� �� ��� >B� � ��,�&V�	-���� �� ������ �� �2 *� 0����'F� 38 
ह-�� ह�,�	���� 0����'F� ��� &�Y� ह� 23 ह��� –!� 0©. .�>� �� '��.�� 0����'F� 
�� ह�- 49 ह-�� � ���� ��� �" '�Er��<� ह* �� &2���� ��  �� &�<� �% �" 0����'F� ह�,>��" 
����� �	 ��E �� �:A�.	 &	 ���	 ह�,���� �% &��� ह�,'�T��. �% &��� ह�,!������ �% &��� ह�-�� � ह 
&��� ह� ��F�2 ह���� �ह�� �"H �:A�.	 �ह3 ह� � ह���� �ह�� 0�� '��.�� �" घ�$� �% ����� ह� � '� ���� 
�% &" ��Y�� 7� �"� ���� ह� � 0� �" '�$���f�� �rF�� � ह� ह� 8 ���� ह�—T�"A��'-�<� ह" 
 ��,�� ����� ह�,�"H �:A�.	 �ह3 &	 ��0 -�ह �r���	 ह� � ���� �%,!������ �%,'�T��. �% 
�:A�.	 &	 ���	 ह* '���0 �� �" ह �:A�.	 ���I� �� &% �� 7� �:A�.	 &��� �2t� �% ���'0 
�  '� C��� �� E�;  &"�� �% ह� � ह �:A�.	 &��� ह�,��	 0����'F� �% &��� ह�,���� ����� �% &��� ह� � 
7� '�$���f�� �rF�� � '� ���� �% �	 ह"�	 ���ह0 �� 0����'F� �� ������ ,�� ह" �,�:A�.	 
�� ��$ ,�� ह" �, �:A�.	 &% � �� �ह3-'� �� ���� ह"�� ���ह0,�ह �ह2�  ��	� ��� ���� 7���  
����� �=� ह� � '���  !����8 ��4	 �	,7� �" �"<� �:Y$� �� ���� &��� ��� ��4	 ह� � '�	 
�ह �� ह� 7��� 7&� �	 ���� ह� � &" ��ह�� ����$ ���� &t�� �% 7�	 /3 � ���� ��� �	 
>x ��  ��& 7� >��" t��'$ �� �ह3 ���� &��� ह� ����� �2@[ ����$ ��  �	�� �� ! � �<	� �	 
� 	 ह2H ह* �" �	 ह t��'$ �� ���� ह� �" ��ह�� ����$ ��  ��/ 
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�ह �.��n����<� ,�� ह" �ह� ह�? '� ���� �% 5���	� �	 ���	 ���ह0 � 0� �� ��� ह� � 
7���  �2 5 �rF��,$ �; �; �" ह�H �"$; ��,���� ����Y$�	 �� �* 2���'- ����� ��  ��0 ���.; 
�&�� � 7��� &t�� ���� �.��$;�%$ ��  �=��E �"$; �% ���  �� � �"<� �:Y$� &t�� �% �" 
�ह �ह3 ह"�� ���ह0 � we take it as a friends of the labour.  �ह �2 5 ��� �� 7��� ��5�� 
��ह�� /� � �F��& �  

DR. RAJA RAMANNA (Nominated): Sir, it is with great sadness that 

I take part in this debate on Air India. In the earlier days, we used to be so 

proud of our national carrier and it was thought to be a part of our 

Independence Movement. In those days, our airline system was among the 

best in the world. We used to be so proud of it. At that time, the Chairman was 

no less a person than Mr. J.R.D. Tata. Now, as the years go by, it is easy to 

forget Mr. Tata. But we have seen him in action, in running the various 

industries of the country and in looking after Air India. He was not a full time 

Chairman. We were very proud of the fact that Air India was by far the best 

airline in the world. We did ask him once: How do you manage to keep Air 

India at such a high position? And we were very surprised with the reply that 

he gave. He said, "I give top priority to maintenance." People think that it is 

the management, or. sending off the files quickly. or. the amount of money 

involved, that is important. But you must appoint the right people to see that 

the plane is maintained regularly and the signals are checked regularly. When 

a plane comes down, it should come down with a natural safety. The people 

had a kind of pride in running these planes. This was obvious to all of us who 

travelled in those days. Everybody was polite on the plane. Even the 

passengers wanted to look after the plane and not mess it up. as they do it 

now. All this comes about due to a widespread lack of morale. If something 

goes wrong, everything starts going wrong and even the passengers become 

a nuisance, as it happened in recent times. But I would like to bring to the 

attention of the people that simply saying that the management is bad, will not 

do. Management can be wonderful, but the management has to be built up. I 

can give you hundreds of instances where planes have flown empty and 

ticketing people have been rude to me and say that we cannot take you even 

when I have a reservation . But the basic malaise must be understood. For 

instance. Mr. Tata was ignominiously removed from the Chairmanship by no 

less than a great Prime Minister like Mr. Morarji Desai. There was a strange 

reason for  it.     He said.  "We should have a chairman  who is 
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younger." At that time, Mr. Morarji Desai was 90 years old and Shri Tata was 

80 or 85 years old. Both of them discussed this and thought of having a 

younger Chairman. Be that as it may, Mr. Tata left the organisation. After that, 

things began to spiral down. Why did it happen? Whenever Mr. Tata travelled 

by plane, he used to go to the bathroom and check whether the things were 

working properly or not. He used to go to the pilot's room and check whether 

the signals were working properly or not And when the plane landed, he used 

to go and examine the wheels. It is not that you need a high technical 

knowledge for it. But it was the spirit with which he looked after these things 

The Chairman himself used to come down to check the wheels. After Mr. Tata. 

I don't think any Chairmen ever got off the flight to check like this. They were 

all so highly paid and well-looked after that they saw everything around them, 

as an emperor of the olden days. But you have to have a dynamic Chairman; 

and it is difficult to get a dynamic Chairman. But it is possible that they would 

have left behind a certain tradition which we could follow. But what did they 

do? As was pointed out by my learned friend, Mr. Nariman, the pilots went to 

the court and said that we should be declared as workforce. (Interruptions) 

Please correct me, 1 don't know the exact wording of that. We are all working 

people and we don't mind being called workmen. This working unit has a legal 

protection of some sort. The highest paid people in the country were behaving 

like labour, going on strike, adopting go-slow methods and adopting all sorts of 

things connected with people at the tower level who suffer and who need 

these kind of protective devices. What happens when the morale at the top 

level goes down? The morale at the tower level also goes down. Even the 

stewardesses will become rough because they are treated badly. The whole 

chain of events takes place. It is true that all these things are known to many 

people. Now, we are worried about the fact that if our national carrier has a 

bad reputation, it means India has a bad reputation. So, we all have to put our 

efforts together to see that the airline recovers its reputation. The Minister is 

fully aware of these problems He is an ok) friend of mine. 1 think we have to 

hold our hands and not simply bring down the airlines either here in Parliament 

or outside.' . am sure the Minister can find a group of well-meaning people 

who will remind him of the days when our country was fighting for 

independence. This is something of national importance. We have to treat it as 

a national effort and not simply bring it down by saying that this man is wrong 

or that 
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man is wrong. The point is that if yon have a good man. you must support him 

and that man must support all others. Unfortunately, that is missing. You don't 

support the man who tries to do good work. There is always somebody at the 

top who will tell you all these things, provided you do that. This sort of things 

happen very often in governmental activities. In governmental activit ies, you 

will always find somebody at the top who supports a wrong cause also. 1 am 

sure the Minister can find out this lacuna and try to solve this. I think there is 

no point in going into the details as to what should be done or w h a t  should 

not be done in a place like Parliament. He can consult mam of us like Mr. 

Keswani and others, who know about the company for a long time, 

separately. He says that he belongs to Bombay,   like you. Mr. Vice-

Chairman. 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI ADHIK SHIRODKAR): No .S i r .  He 

belongs to Bombay, but I belong to Mumbai. 

DR. RAJA RAMANNA: Well. Sir. I seek some compassion from you 

for having lived 40 years in Bombay. But I have lost the chance. Be that as it 

may. I thank you for giving me a few minutes to express my views. 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI ADHIK SHIRODKAR): May I have the 

sense of the House? At 4 o'clock there is a statement by the hon. Defence 

Minister. We are almost touching 4 o'clock. There are two more speakers 

and. after that there is the reply by the Minister. Should we continue with this? 

Or. will we have the statement and then continue with this, without any time 

constraint? 

SHRI SATISHCHANDRA SITARAM PRADHAN: Sir. will it be all right 

technically? 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI ADHIK SHIRODKAR): Is it because it 

is not yet 4 o'clock
0
 

SHRI SATISHCHANDRA SITARAM PRADHAN: The Secretary-

General has advised the Chair not to start it early. 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI ADHIK SHIRODKAR): Very good. Mr. 

Minister, will you please wa i t  for two minutes
9
 Mr. Vayalar Rax I wants to 

speak for one minute. Mr. Vayalar Ravi. You please take two minutes. 

SHRI VAYALAR RAVI (Kerala): Sir, the hon. Minister may please 
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explain why he is periodically increasing the fare to the Gulf countries from 

Kerala, Tamil Nadu and other areas. As far as the people of Kerala who are 

working in the Gulf countries are concerned, this is a heart-burning issue. Air 

India always takes shelter under the umbrella of IATA, saying that the IATA is 

responsible. The Minister knows that it is not the IATA. It is Air India which 

recommends to the IATA to increase the fare. Air India says, "we don't know 

anything". I think the Minister will look into the matter. I want a categorical 

reply from the hon. Minister. Don't take shelter under the umbrella of IATA. It is 

wrong and it is misleading. Please see to it that the Kerala labourers are not 

exploited beyond a point. It is very dangerous. I want a categorical assurance 

from the Minister regarding the reduction of fare from Kerala to the Gulf 

countries. 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI ADHIK SHIRODKAR): Thank you, Mr. 

Ravi.   I had given you two minutes.  Mr. Ravi Shankar Prasad. 
 
 �� �
� ���� ����(��ह��): >����J�a �	,�� 7��� �ह2� ह	 !�2 �ह	� ह�� �" 7��� 
�2 �̀ ��� �&���  �� �ह2� ह	 ��x�� �� &" <A & �ह�� ��ह�� ह�� � �� 7�K� �� ह	 ���	 �.��$ �2� 
�ह� ह�� � 0�� '��.�� ��  ��/ ���� ���� �� 0� ����L�� � � ह� � �ह � � �� �� !��� �M 
���� ह* �� ह� �&�<� �% ���� ह� �� �� 0� �K�" �*$ �&�< �% >���� ह� �" �" �&�< �% ���� 
��  �ह�� ��� ह"�� ह�,>��� 0� ����L�� � � ह"�� ह� � '���0 ह� 0�� '��.�� �" �2����� �	 
�"�<< ��% � �ह ह���	 C�/����� ह"�	 ���ह0 �  
 
 '� ����� �% �2 �̀ �� � &" �2`� &��� ह� � �ह�	 ��� 7&�P	� ��4	 �	 �� !��	 Y$�$�%$ 
�% �=	 ह� ���2� >��% >Fह��� 0� ��� �� �Y��� �� >V��= �ह3 ���� ह* �� �� �	$	�$ C�'� &��� 
��  ��0 0�� '��.���� ,�� C��� ���� ह� ? �f �	 ��4�{� �" &�=�� �� !�� ��� �ह� ह�  � 
��E	 �� �	$	�$ C�'� #E� ��0 �� �ह� ह� � ����� 0�� '��.�� �� '� a�4 �% ,�� ��� ���� ह� 
'� ��� �� �Y��� �� �2 5 �	 >V��= �ह3 ह� � &���	 ��� �" �r� 1995-96 �% 271.84 ��"? /� � 
��& �% �� ह20 89.75 ह20 � '���  ��0 ,��-,�� �<�[ C��� ��0  0 ����� �r� �% ��	 7H � 
'� C���� �" ह� �� 7 � �M� ���� ह� � �2 �̀ � �� ह* �� �� ह� �Y��� �� �ह ��� ��0� � �" 
�ह ���"[ �� �[� ह" � � 0� !���� 7Xह ���� ह* �� ����$ ��  �" ��. ������ ����� /�,>� 
�� �ह2� ��S ह2H ह� � ,�� ह� +�� ����P ��� ���� ह�,��4	 �	,���� 7��� Cf� ह�,�" ����$ 
0�� '��.�� ��  ���� >?��� ह�,�ह &�< ��  C�� &���L ह�,��� C��� ह�  
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4.00 P.M. 
 
���� ��  �?� �&��������� ��  ��a 0� �<�[ >O�&���L �� �� � ��� ह� ,�� *�� �"H 7Xह 
�� ����< ह� 0�� '��.�� ��  ����$� �% � ��� �� C��� �� ���� ह� ? 7� &�< �� &���L 
7� �� ह�,7� ��<�� �* ���� ह�,7��	 &�< ��  C�� ��Y��������$	 �2 5 !��� ह� � 7��� �" 
��.	<�� ��. ������ �� Z�ह�� ह"�� ह* >��% ��	 ���� �	 7f���� ह� � �� �2 �̀ �ह	 &" 
w�&2 �=�� /� � '� 7Xह ��  ��/ �� '� ��<�� �* ���� �" ��� ��  ��/ C���B� ����,'���  ��0 
7��	 {� �� ,��-,�� C��� ह" �ह� ह�,'��� >O� &% � �" �?	 �� �� ह" 	 �  

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI ADHI K SHIRODKAR): Shri CP. 

Thirunavukkarasu, you have got only two minutes. Then the reply will be 

given by the hon. Minister, Mr. Yadav. After that, there will be the Statement 

by the hon. Defence Minister. Otherwise, there will be confusion. After the 

statement, clarifications will be sought by Members. The list consists of 16 

speakers. 

SHRI SHARAD YADAV: I request you to continue it. Then 1 will reply. 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI ADHIK SHIRODKAR): Okay, very well. 

Sir. 

SHRI CP. THIRUNAVUKKARASU (Pondicherry): Thank you very 

much. Sir. 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI ADHIK SHIRODKAR): Mr. Minister, 

there is one last speaker. 

THE MINISTER OF DEFENCE (SHRI GEORGE FERNANDES): 

Okay. 

SHRI CP. THIRUNAVUKKARASU: Sir, the number of employees per 

aircraft in the case of Air India is 700; as against the world average of 250 

employess per aircraft. So, here, per aircraft approximately, 450 more people 

are engaged. I would like to know whether the Government is planning to 

reduce the number of employees engaged per aircraft. I think this is the main 

reason why Air India is sustaining losses. 1 would also like to point out that 

Centour Hotel is one of the subsidiaries of Air India. I came to know from a 

newspaper report that the other day, the Minister of State for  Civil Aviation 

visited the Centour Hotel  Sir, you will be surprised 
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to know that out of the 335 rooms in the Centour Hotel, only 35 rooms were 

occupied, and all the other rooms were vacant. The reasons are; rats are 

there, cockroaches are there; monkeys are there but not human beings. So. it 

is others and not human beings who have occupied these rooms. That is why 

human beings are not able to occupy these rooms. I do not know, what will be 

the fate of this hotel? On the other hand, persons who travel by Air India are 

provided accommodation in big inter-continental hotels. Ashoka hotel, etc.. in 

the event of delay or cancellation of a flight. In such a situation. Air India 

Officials say that they book big inter-continental hotels to accommodate the 

passengers. As a result of this, serious loss has been incurred. This point 

should also be taken into consideration by the Minister. I expect a reply from 

the Minister on this point. When our hon. Prime Minister. Shri Atal Bihari 

Vajpayeeji, visited Mauritius, -the worst food was served in the aircraft. If this is 

the case with the Prime Minister of a country, what will be the situation of an 

ordinary citizen like me. who generally travels by such aircraft? If this situation 

continues, the day is not far when we will get no food at all. I would request, 

that some improvement should be brought about in the situation. If not, I am 

afraid, the passengers will not travel in those flights in future. As far as pilots 

are concerned, as my friends have already said, one of the pilots wanted to 

take four of his companions in the flight. Since the flight was already booked, 

he was not allowed to take those four persons. Immediately, the pilot said, ""I 

am ill and I will not be able to take off at all." The flight was delayed by several 

hours. The Government of India suffered a loss of Rs. 85 lakhs. Subsequently, 

some pilots went on a strike. They were also issued show-cause notices. What 

action is the Minister going to take against those pilots? If the revenue of Air 

India is not increased, we will be put to a lot of difficulties. I would request the 

hon. Minister to clarify these points. So far as the statement is concerned. 1 

am not seeking any clarification because it is void, vague and indefinite.  

Thank you. 
  
SHRI SATISHCHANDRA SITARAM PRADHAN (Maharashtra): Sir. I would like 
to make only two points. Sir, an observation has been made that many of the 
political leaders who stayed in the Centour Hotel have not paid their Bills so far. 
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THE LEADER OF THE OPPOSITION (DR. MANMOHAN SINGH): 

Sir, the lion. Member has just now mentioned that there are politicians who 

stayed at the Centour Hotel and have not paid their bills. I think this is a 

reflection on all the politicians. I would, therefore, urge upon the hon. Minister 

that if there are any politicians who have stayed at the Centour Hotel and 

have not paid their Bills,   make their names public. 

DR. BIPLAB DASGUPTA (West Bengal): Sir. I associate myself with 

Dr. Manmohan Singh. 

SHRI SATISHCHANDRA SITARAM PRADHAN: Sir, I also support 

Dr. Manmohan Singh. 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI ADHIK SHIRODKAR): Now the 

Defence Minister will make his statement. Thereafter, the Minister of Civil 

Aviation would give his reply. 

STATEMENT BY MINISTER 

Explosion of Ammunitions in the Ammunition Depot, Bharatpur 

THE MINISTER OF DEFENCE (SHRI GEORGE FERNANDES): Sir, 

Ammunition Depot, Bharatpur was established during the period 1957-65 and 

is located approximately six kms. from Bharatpur town. This Depot holds parts 

of Southern Command Reserve and some portions of Army Headquarters 

Reserve ammunition. The Depot was holding approximately 30,000 tonnes of 

ammunition under both permanent (17,220 metric tonnes) as well as non 

standard storage (12,700 metric tonnes). 

The sequence of events as reported by the Army Headquarters is as 

follows:- 
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